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AC & Co Architecture
Rebuilds History

The McGilchrist Roth building, downtown Salem at State St & Liberty St.

As of January 1, 2015, Arbuckle Costic Architects, Inc. has adopted the name AC+Co
Architecture | Community. The firm was
founded in 1958 by Warren Carkin and was
joined soon after by Robert Sherman. In
1989, Kim Arbuckle and Alan Costic purchased the firm and for the next 25 years
experienced growth in clients and services
provided. AC + Co is proud of the quality staff that has been maintained over the
years and the many design awards earned
for our clients. Through this period of time,

Lisa Mance, Richard Rothweiler, and Blake
Bural have become additional partners of the
firm and continue their dedication to AC +
Co’s staff and clients. In 2014, AC+Co also
acquired the established architectural firm
Deffenbaugh & Associates whose principal,
Lonny Deffenbaugh, continues his professional practice as a consulting architect at
AC+Co.
Revitalization
has
been
a
running theme throughout the history of
AC + Co Architecture | Community.
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Mayor Anna Peterson & Governor Kate Brown
at Minto Brown Bridge Ground Breaking

Peter Courtney Minto Island
Bridge Breaks Ground

The City of Salem’s artist’s rendering of the Peter Courtney Minto Island Bridge Project

The ground breaking for the new Peter
Courtney Minto Island Bridge was a very
special occasion. It's rare to see such a huge
turnout of Salem's leaders and citizens so
happy together. It was a beautiful sunny afternoon in Riverfront Park as people gathered to celebrate. Mayor Anna Peterson
stood along side Governor Kate Brown with
smiles as wide as the Willamette River. Senator Jackie Winters looked cute wearing her
yellow hard hat and holding court like she
does so well. Peter Courtney however was a

bit more serious. "This is a bitter sweet day
for me, so many of my colleagues are not here
to see their dream become a reality." "They
are all gone, the gods allowed me to be here
today." "There was a time when you could
not even see the river from here." Courtney
reflected back to decades ago when members of the Salem City Council talked about
a bridge, a park and a quest to improve our
way of life on the Willamette River in Salem.
"Now here we are, and I am the only one left
standing to witness the ground breaking cer-

continued on pg 3
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YAMHILL COUNTY WINE COUNTRY!
3 Bdrm, 3 Ba, 2576 sq. ft. home on 2.49 ACRES.
Vaulted sun room with hot tub & BBQ. 3 bay
barn with horse stalls & tack room. $269,000
(686863) Rick & Ande Hofmann
503-390-8000 Code# 2995

Large updated home on cul-de-sac that borders park & Sumpter Elementary! Two master
bedrooms, 3 bedrooms up & 2 down. Fireplace
in LR & large windows bring the outdoors in!
Dining area & bar in kitchen. Upstairs laundry
& 2nd fridge off kitchen. Massive family room
down w/built in desk & storage island. Large
rec room w/2nd utility & storage. Master suite
w/dual sinks & vanity. Fresh interior & exterior
paint! Hardi siding & brick! Recent gas furnace,
tankless water heater and lifetime metal roof!
$288,000 (688778)
Trevor Elliott 503-602-1039

Woodshop! Great 1 level home in quiet cul-desac close to schools and I-5! Large family room
boasts wood fireplace. Formal dining and living
room off kitchen. Master suite w/dual closets
and full bath. Large 3rd bedroom leads to large
covered trex deck, w/lights and fan for outdoor living! Woodworkers dream finished shop
w/dust collection system stations & climate
controlled. Wood storage, sink & double door.
Spacious RV pad & large backyard w/second
covered deck off FR. Shed & chain link fence.
$239,900 (690312)
Trevor Elliott 503-602-1039

11.86 Acres North of Keizer!
Flat ground! Crop currently on property. Buyer to do
own due diligence: property has potential to divide
into two parcels. Zoned EFU. Well on property.
$295,000 (689615) Rick & Ande Hofmann
503-390-8000 Code# 3085

Instantly Appealing! Quality abounds in this
comfortable daylight basement home w/formal
& informal living space. Large kitchen w/cook
island & nook, granite countertops. Master suite
on the main w/spa tub, shower & WIC. Second
bedroom or den on main also. Lower level has a
family room, 2 large bedrooms & bath & opens
out onto a lovely covered patio & yard. Upper
deck has view of the city, Mt. Hood & Jefferson
& offers lots of entertaining & quiet time enjoyment. See for yourself! $375,000 (690315)
Roger Elliott 503-569-5003

Fantastic home on quiet cup-de-sac w/living
and family room layout! Gas fireplace in large
vaulted living room leads to the dining and kitchen w/updated tile counters and prep station.
Bring the outside in through the French doors
that lead you to patio and large backyard. Family room off kitchen can double as formal dining.
Master suite is spacious and boasts two closets.
Newer flooring, vinyl windows, kitchen & bath
updates, fresh interior/exterior paint and roof
make this home feel new! $194,900 (690509)
Trevor Elliott 503-602-1039

Very nice single-level home w/open plan and
vaulted ceiling in living room. Tray ceiling in dining room, kitchen, & master bedroom. Master
is large w/two closets! Gas Fireplace in living
room. Black granite counters in kitchen featuring eating bar. All appliances stay and are approx. 4 years old. Laundry room is just off kitchen. Not your “cookie cutter” home! $207,995
(689408) Don Meyer 503-999-2381

Good Condition! Newer roof, gas fp in living
room, small gas stove in dining area. Upstairs
master bedroom has elec. zonal. 1/2 of upstairs
is current attic storage that could be converted
to more living space. Majority of exterior is aluminum siding w/small back section of fiber
cement. Big backyard w/room to garden! 2 car
detached garage also has covered RV space.
Currently rented and renter would like to stay.
$150,000 (684478) Don Meyer 503-999-2381

Water front property! Private park next door.
Great room with huge windows & gas fireplace.
Gorgeous kitchen cabinets, granite countertops
& SS appliances. Wool carpeting, cork, bamboo
& marmoleum flooring. Master suite has river
views, Jacuzzi tub & huge walk-in closet. Loads
of storage in 3 car garage. Backyard planted
with numerous fruit trees and grapes. $285,000
(686007) Marilyn Shotts 503-510-2473

Incredible vistas and opportunities! Majority of
acres soil types are Jory Silty Clay Loam with
smaller areas of Rickreall Silty Clay Loam, Dupee Silt Loam and Bellpine Silty Clay Loam.
Site has been approved for acreage residential
five-acre minimum. Property has electricity,
well and pond. Zoning is AR5 and FF. $645,000
(687584) Marilyn Shotts 503-510-2473
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In 1994, the firm invested in the Farrar
Building, a historic landmark in downtown
Salem. After a two-year process of design
and construction, this beautiful 1917 Beaux
Arts eclectic structure became the new home
of AC + Co. Experiencing a challenging
project through the lens of an owner, developer and architect has
given the firm a better understanding of
the complex decision
making process any
owner must handle in
balancing vision, budget, schedule and user
requirements.
AC + Co’s most recent historic adaptive
reuse and rehabilitation project was the
McGilchrist
Roth
Building which has
served to revitalize Salem’s downtown core.
These two 1916 structures were stripped down to the original
studs and conjoined to become one building. During demolition, a program of tenant
spaces and occupant needs was developed.
The McGilchrist Roth building underwent
major structural repairs and seismic upgrades, including concrete footings, shear
walls, steel beams and columns, as well as
hundreds of new floor joists. Approximately

3,500 board feet of lumber were salvaged
from the two buildings. The wood was kiln
dried and milled into 1x trim material to be
used as interior ornament.
When owners, Doug Doty and Gail Caldarazzo-Doty purchased the buildings in February 2013, they envisioned that the newly
renovated buildings
would be a place that
fosters
community,
with places to live, eat
and shop. The building
now includes nine second-story apartments
of various size and
layout. All apartments
feature exposed brick
walls and highlight the
historic intricacies of
the building’s past use.
The first floor includes
five new businesses,
including Gayle’s Italian Market, Archive
Coffee and Bar, Ricky’s
Bubbles and Sweets, Doty, Pruett, Wilson,
PC, CPA firm, and Diversified Financial Benefits. Each business exhibits its own distinct
look while embracing the historic nature of
the building. AC + Co was honored to be a
part of this project and is now currently
working with other businesses in the downtown to continue Salem’s revitalization.

OYSTER PERPETUAL SUBMARINER DATE

Salon 554 Owner Sara Marie Brown
Earns Instructor Title from Evolve
Salon554, located at 554 Ferry Street in downtown Salem is the only salon in the Northwest to
offer women, who suffer from hair loss or thinning hair, a practical solution. Salon owner, Sara
Marie Brown has been certified as an Evolve
Hair Restoration Instructor for the company.
Brown, who is already a certified specialist for
the company, will begin holding workshops and
teaching stylists all up and down the west coast
how to install the system. As an instructor, she
is now qualified to license other stylist as specialists.
Brown said there are a number of reasons
women can lose hair including medical conditions, medications, heredity or a natural result
of aging. The process is done in a private room
after a thorough consultation.
“Hair loss for anyone, especially women, can
be devastating,” said Brown. “We have a variety
of solutions here at the Salon, including products and style techniques that might minimize
the appearance of thinning hair or female baldness, but this is the most effective I’ve ever seen.
Women have burst out crying from joy in my
chair when they have a full head of hair again.”
The Evolve Volumizer is a unique nonsurgical, integrated hair replacement system made
of 100percent human hair that is customized for
each individual client. It is lightweight and conforms to the shape of the top and crown of the

client’s head. It can be worn for up to five weeks
before being uninstalled and reinstalled. Each
hair on the system is handtied, to create volume on
the top and to lay
flat and blend in
with the sides
of a client’s
head
shape.
The system can
be cut to someone’s individual
style and blowdried,
ironed
(curl and flat)
or
dried
naturally.
It produces
immediate
results and
requires no
glue, no adhesives and
no chemicals.

rolex

oyster perpetual and submariner are trademarks.
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emony." That's why I am a sad today." "They
worked so hard, and they are not here." said
Peter Courtney.
The Peter Courtney Minto Island Bridge
will link Riverfront Park to Minto Island
Park, creating a wonderful recreation experience for many year to come. Hundreds
of people turned out to thank Peter and everyone that worked, dreamed and contributed to the bridge. Perhaps Hazel Patton the
founder of "Friends of Two Bridges," said

WANT TO PROFIT
FROM HVAC
ENERGY SAVINGS?
BRING US IN.
Whether you run a multi-building operation or a mom-and-pop
shop, upgrading to energy-efficient systems can save you money.
Energy Trust of Oregon has the expertise and a network of
specially trained contractors to get the job done—and our cash
incentives help make it affordable.

+

SAVE ENERGY. BRING US IN.
Visit www.energytrust.org/BringUsIn
or call 1.866.605.1676.
Serving customers of Portland General Electric,
Pacific Power, NW Natural and Cascade Natural Gas.

it best as she took the podium. "Let's build
this bridge." You could hear the applause all
the way to the state capitol. The sea of yellow
hard hats was quite a sight.
Along with Friends of Two Bridges, Gallagher Fitness and Active Salem played a big
role in getting the bridge planning over the
finish line.
The Peter Courtney Minto Island Bridge is
planned to be completed in the late Summer,
early Fall of 2016.

55th President of The Oregon Senate, Peter Courtney, Mayor, Anna Peterson, Governor,
Kate Brown, celebrate the ground breaking of the Peter Courtney Minto Brown Bridge
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Is The CPI A Big Lie?
A

s of this writing 11 bills aimed at raising Oregon’s minimum-wage rate, are
floundering, if not dead for this session.
Sad to report it’s not for any of the good
reasons neither should ever become law,
but instead is the result
of House Speaker Tina
Kotek’s and Senate President Peter Courtney’s inability to agree on whether this is the year to raise
the rate.
Courtney is plumping
JAN MEEKCOMS instead for a new paid sick
NFIB
leave law and worries that
OREGON STATE hitting businesses with a
DIRECTOR
minimum-wage increase
also might prove too economically nerve-wracking. “I’m not going to do minimum wage this
session,” the Eugene Register-Guard reported him as saying “The reason is: I do think
you have to be careful about how far you go
with these things because of small-business
owners and [the] economics of small businesses.”
Here’s a question both legislative leaders
should ask themselves: Why is the minimum
wage even an issue anymore? Wasn’t passage by Oregon voters of Measure 25 in 2002
supposed to end the matter once and for all?
By raising the rate and then linking all future increases to the Consumer Price Index,
the issue, proponents of Measure 25 believed, would be settled for good. “In these
tough economic times, it is the people at the
lowest end of the economic scale who need
our help the most,” wrote then-Secretary
of State Bill Bradbury in the official ballot
handbook, “and an increase in the minimum
wage will make a real difference in their bottom lines.”
Twelve years later, this same chirpiness
continues. Brad Avakian, who, as the state’s
commissioner of Labor and Industries, has
the responsibility to calibrate the minimumwage rate to the CPI said in a news release
announcing 2015’s rate, “With this increase
in Oregon’s wage floor, more than 140,000
Oregonians will have more money to make
ends meet.” The release even gives some
prime real estate to a “hunger” advocate to
put in her praises of the latest rate increase,
“By increasing family economic security, this
rise in the minimum wage will help people
afford more nutritious food for their families.”
So what gives here? If Measure 25 is working as proponents said it would, why the
need for legislative bills spiking the minimum-wage rates even higher? Was it all a
lie? Is the CPI failing to work as promised?
This column has argued in the past, cit-

ing U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ studies
and other solid economic analyses, that the
minimum wage is earned mainly by teenagers and young adults starting out their work
lives and by the least skilled. It lifts no one
out of poverty and very few are raising a family on it. Strangely, in his ballot argument for
Measure 25, Courtney, citing nothing but a
regurgitated talking point found in other
proponents’ submissions, wrote, “The average minimum wage worker is not a teenager.”
He’d be embarrassingly hard pressed to
defend that, but in the meantime, Kotek
and Courtney could take a little advice from

the business guru the elite of their party
(Obama, Clinton, et. al) like to wheel out at
media shows to give them a brief moment of
business street creds: Warren Buffett.
In a May 22 guest editorial in The Wall
Street Journal, the so-called Sage of Omaha
wrote, “In my mind, the country’s economic
policies should have two main objectives.
First, we should wish, in our rich society, for
every person who is willing to work to receive
income that will provide him or her a decent
lifestyle. Second, any plan to do that should
not distort our market system, the key element required for growth and prosperity.
That second goal crumbles in the face of any

plan to sizably increase the minimum wage. I
wish to have all jobs pay at least $15 an hour.
But that minimum would almost certainly
reduce employment in a major way, crushing
many workers possessing only basic skills.”
Raising minimum-wage rates has one immediate and long-lasting effect: It decimates
job opportunities for the young and lowskilled. If you vote to raise it, do so knowing
that’s what you will indeed be doing.
Jan Meekcoms is Oregon state director
for the National Federation of Independent
Business.
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Marion County Extension & 4-H Service District
O

n May 19, Marion County voters apmarily a partnership of state, federal and
county funds with counties funding approved the formation of the Marion
County Extension and 4-H Service District.
proximately 20% of the overall budget. With
The District will provide county funding for
the declining
Oregon State University’s Extension Service
proportions of
to deliver education programs and services
state and fedto residents. Why was this
eral funds going
created? Who will this
to Extension,
serve? What will happen
we have lost
to existing funds?
many
ExtenExtension started in
sion agents that
Oregon in 1911, and the
have
served
first county agent, Luther
Marion County.
Chapin, was placed in
The purpose of
Marion
County
in
1912.
the District is
DEREK GODWIN
The
purpose
was,
and
still
to reinvest loEXTENSION
is today, to extend univercal funding in
REGIONAL
to
Extension
sity knowledge to change
ADMINISTRATOR
programs that
lives. Extension in the
OSU
serve Marion County residents to make up
early days focused on agfor some of these losses, as well as, create a
riculture, home econompermanent source of funding for these serics and 4-H. They would help farmers make
decisions regarding what crops to grow, how
vices. The funding will continue to leverto cultivate and protect them from pests and
age state and federal funds, as well as, help
disease, and how to develop products for
increase grant funding and volunteer promarket. They would help
grams.
families learn how to safely The Marion CounDistrict funding will adprepare and preserve their
dress several priorities identy Extension and
own food, make clothes, and
tified by our volunteers,
manage their finances. They 4-H Service Disclientele and community
would teach youth life skills
leaders. One investment will
through various hands-on trict is an investbe to expand our 4-H Youth
projects, such as raising ment in our local
Development programs to
livestock, growing crops,
reach as many youth as possewing and cooking. While economy, youth,
sible throughout the county.
our mission is the same, our
This will include afterfamilies and natservices address business,
school, camp, and club activfamily and youth challenges ural resources.
ities. A second investment is
of today.
in agriculture. We will proExtension funding is privide additional “boots on the

ground” to work side by side with growers
and other businesses to help improve productivity and profitability of our local family
farms. We will
also expand our
services to train
beginning farmers and farm
businesses that
create and sell
their products
directly to the
public through
farmers’ markets, subscription food boxes,
restaurants and
other local markets. Finally, we
will invest in expanding our successful volunteer programs, such as Master Gardeners,
Master Food Preservers and Master Wood-

“The purpose
was, and still
is today, to extend university
knowledge to
change lives.”

land Managers, that serve residents and
community organizations. Our volunteers
provided more than 55,000 hours in community service in 2014, and we plan to double this amount with our new investments.
The Marion County Extension and 4-H
Service District is an investment in our local economy, youth, families and natural
resources. Our volunteers, clientele and
partners will help us be strategic with this
investment to bring the change we desire for
our future. Please join us in making this happen! Call our office at (503) 588-5301 or view
our website at http://extension.oregonstate.
edu/marion for program and contact information that meets your interests.
Derek Godwin is the Extension West Central Region Administrator for Oregon State
University. He can be reached derek.godwin@oregonstate.edu or (503) 588-5301.

Hello... I Am Calling From
The “It” Department

T

here is nothing more annoying than
to get distracting unsolicited phone
calls from people trying to sell you a service or worse, an attempt to scam you,
take over your computer and steal your
identity.
It seems like it happens almost every day.
The DO NOT CALL
LIST obviously does
not work because
telemarketers
move
around from company
to company.
Over the past year,
news
agencies have
ROY JAY
reported on callers
that sound like they are originating from
foreign countries indicating that they are
calling about a problem with Windows
operating system. Microsoft spokesperson says to beware because that is not the
approach that they take when there is a
problem. Do you honestly think that Bill
Gates and friends have time to call an estimated 200 million or more licensees of
Microsoft products?
While the problem continues, there
may be at least a temporary solution to
get these pesky people off your back. I
have made these same recommendations
to several friends and it seems to work.
At least for now. Solution? When and if
they call you again, let them get about 15
seconds into their non-convincing talk.
Play stupid (which is not hard for me to
do)... and simply listen and reply with a
few YES, YES, YES... once they feel that

they have your attention they will want
you to sit in front of your computer and
follow their instructions … STOP RIGHT
THERE!!! – From that point on, the game
is now over and you are in control. Simply tell them that before you proceed any
further you need to advise then that our
conversation is being recorded for accuracy and that it is also now being broadcast live over the WTF Network while the
call is being traced. The next tone that
you hear should be the dial tone. As soon
as they clearly understand that the call
is being recorded and is currently being
traced, they will immediately hang up
and run, just like the termites that they
are.
If that does not work, you have a couple
of more options... if you speak a foreign
language, then change up the conversation and see how fast they hang up. Remember, the caller is usually in a foreign
country and has been trained in English.
Another option is simply to tell them
that they have called a pay telephone at
a prison.
Look for other interesting business,
personal tidbits and opinions from me in
this publication.
Roy Jay is a businessman with a footprint from coast to coast and beyond. He
was ranked as one of the most intriguing
people in Oregon politics, yet he does not
hold public office. Learn more at RoyJay.Com or send me an email at RoyJay@Mail.Com
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Willamette University MBA
Atkison Graduate School of Management Real Estate
Quick Update
2015 Commencement Address

Thank you for the kind introduction and
the invitation to speak today. I am thrilled
to be included, but to be truthful, that thrill
somewhat lessened by the knowledge that
this invitation is an affirmation of the fact
that I am officially old.
First of all, congratulations to all of you for
arriving at this moment, a job well done. You
have worked hard, expended great treasury,
and sacrificed. To your families and friends,
I send congratulations as well, for while each
of you carried a heavy work load during your
time at Atkinson, they carried the emotional
load of walking with and supporting you on
this wonderful journey. You the graduates
will get plenty of recognition today; let’s
take a moment to recognize those who have
walked with you.
As of today, you are an Atkinson graduate,
and alumnus of Willamette University. In my
estimation, you have been lucky to be part of
a small community, an experience similar
to mine at business school. It is a wonderful
learning environment, full of intensity and
intimacy and lots of direct professorial interaction. But, it is also an environment where
one cannot hide. Your professors can easily
measure you as can your peers. You have to
deal with the community as it is, not what

you wish. I can think of no better training for
the harsher climate of life.
In choosing to come to business school, you
implicitly made a decision to be trained for
action. Unlike medical school or law school,
the skills you have been taught are the skills
of decision making and leadership. You are
each uniquely prepared to make decisions,
not to sit on the fence. Recognize that these
skills are taught to you with the expectation
that you will be an agent of change and progress within your employer, your community,
and your country. Your effectiveness will be
a function of your ability surely, but attitude,
trustworthiness, and belief in self are equally
important.
This year you all engaged in, what I think, is
a great project, and exercise in team building
and cooperation. I am talking about Professor Read’s Mona Lisa Challenge. In this project, the entire class was broken into seventeen teams, and the painting was sectioned
into a four by four grid, creating sixteen
panels and a frame. Each team was responsible for recreating one of the panels. This
year, Professor Read used Georgia O’Keefe’s
painting, White Shell with Red. The point of
the exercise was to teach each of the participants how to coordinate large diverse teams,

all working on a single project. The lesson
comes from each team’s working through
the frustration of recreating its small section
of the work independent of the other groups,
but then needing to reassemble the work
from the sixteen panels and frame into a cohesive whole which represents the original.
Beyond the learning experience however, I
think the Mona Lisa Challenge is also a metaphor for one’s life. After all, each of our lives
is nothing more than the sum of our small
actions, interactions, and experiences. In addition, those actions and experiences often
depend on the cooperation of others; have
impact on others, or both. Just as an occasional wrong brushstroke does not mar the
painting, but rather adds character and individuality, an occasional misstep, mistake,
or wrong decision won’t mar a whole life, but
rather adds wisdom and perspective. And
just as in the exercise where putting the panels together incorrectly distorts the outcome,
not recognizing the impact of your actions
and decisions on others will detract from the
collage that is your life. It is the sum and interaction of all brush strokes that determines
the quality of the work. I hope that you each
keep this in mind as you go forward. Make
the mistakes, feel life’s bumps, but never forWillamette U. MBA, continued on pg 22

Equally Flawed
T

he unpleasant truth
is that we are all
guilty of discrimination
from time to time. There
is not a person alive who
has not made an unfair
presumption based on
JOSH IDICA
someone’s appearance or
social status. Certainly,
MILLENNIAL
VIEW
we have all automatically
accepted something as
true about an individual,
solely based on her or his color, religion, gender, sexual orientation or financial status. In
truth, we all fall prey to the labels that society
places on its inhabitants. We all attempt to
place people into categories and say: “This is
what all x people are like.” And we all allow
preconceived notions to cloud our judgment.
Who among us can say that they never
acted irrationally, and that they never experienced a thought or made a foolish remark
that gave them pause and caused them to regret having done so? A woman clutches her
purse as a teenager sits next to her on the
bus. A jogger looks at someone walking in his
direction, notices that person’s tattoos, and

runs to the other side of the street. A drunken
uncle, libation in hand, tells the punch line of
a joke and the entire room is filled with an
awkward silence. Whereas such behavior is
often unwarranted and inexcusable, it happens every day. The responsibility falls on us
all to confront prejudice and discrimination,
especially our own.
Although placing people into categories
fails to recognize their uniqueness as an individual, it is born out of a natural human
tendency -- the need to classify the world
around us. The impulse to classify extends
to our fellow human beings. In our attempt
to makes sense of the world, humans tend
to break things down into overly simplified
terms. Ironically, our desire for knowledge
often leads us to a deeply flawed understanding of things. We estimate the likelihood of
something being true or untrue about a person based on our own experience, the opinions of our friends and family, or even the
insinuations of the media. Sadly, the criteria
we use to determine what other people are
likely to do or achieve, is often merely based
on which category they fall under. Stereotypes are the proverbs of the intellectually

lazy. They fail to acknowledge the unique nature of human beings, thereby ignoring the
true causes of certain tendencies which are
often cultural and historical forces.
People should be treated on a case by case
basis. Our opinions of people should be
based solely on the facts, and on a person’s
actions. When we lump everyone into the
same group, we narrow and obscure our
view of the world, we deprive ourselves of
meaningful friendships, experiences, and
rational avenues of thought. When we allow
preconceived notions to guide our thinking,
we lose the ability to be objective and we fail
to see the world as it really is, and we fail to
see people as they truly are. All people are
created equal, but when regarding others,
all people are equally flawed. So perhaps the
measure of one’s character is not weighed
by a moment of cognitive impropriety, but
rather by one’s ability to recognize the error
of his or her thinking, and attempt to correct
it. This is the challenge we all must face.
Josh Idica is an English student at Chemeketa Community College soon to be transferring to Portland State University.

The Salem/Keizer retail market has been
gaining momentum for the past few years.
Retail vacancy currently hovers around 10
percent. There are two areas in the community that have seen a resurgence of new retail
development. Keizer Station, considered a
“regional market center,” and the South Commercial Street corridor
that serves the numerous
South Salem neighborhoods, are securing national retailers that may
pay in excess of double
ALEX RHOTEN
the average market rate
PRINCIPAL
for the right location.
BROKER,
As we consider why one
COLDWELL
shopping
center may comBANKER
mand
a
higher-than-averCOMMERCIAL
age rental rate, it becomes
MOUNTAIN
clear that the multi-unit
WEST
REAL ESTATE
retailers are all about LOCATION,
LOCATION,
LOCATION. In addition to that, older strip
centers that need to be updated or those that
are poorly maintained can lack the curb appeal to garner the right tenant and the higher
rates. Neighborhood centers are finding
themselves in need of the “right mix” of retailers to create a synergy attractive to quality tenants.
With the market responding, there are
retail properties that have been vacant for
many years ... in some cases, even prior to
the recession beginning in 2008. As the market surges forward, property owners of second and third generation buildings will need
to look toward the future and consider the
necessary upgrades to stabilize or increase
occupancy in the coming years.
What’s Hot Now?
• Casual dining Mexican eateries
• “DIY” pizza restaurants
• New-to-market submarine
sandwich concepts
• Drive-thru coffee kiosks
• Cellular companies
• Mattress stores
• Marijuana dispensaries.
Alex Rhoten is the principal broker at Coldwell Banker Commercial Mountain West
Real Estate. In 2014 he was named in the
Top Two – A designation that is reserved
for the elite top 2 percent of producers from
among the almost 2,800 CBC sales professionals worldwide, the National Platinum
Circle of Distinction for top ranking producers, #1 Sales Professional by State, #1 Office
by State –Oregon. www.CBCRE.com or 503587-4777.
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State of the City of Salem
I want to especially thank Salem Area Chamber of Commerce, Salem City Club and Salem
Rotary for sponsoring the State of the City
address each year. Usually this takes place
in February, but this year was rather unusual
to say the least. Thank you to everyone who
worked to reset this luncheon after my unfortunate horse acrobatics.
Pastor Brooks and Anita Kennedy, thank
you so much for joining us here today. Also,
because he is willing to hear my 5th State of
the City speech, thank you to my husband,
former Chief Justice of the State of Oregon,
Edwin Peterson.
Before you at the head table are people I
spend more time with these days than my
husband: the Salem City Council. Please
welcome:
Ward 1 Chuck Bennett
Ward 2 Tom Andersen
Ward 3 Council President Brad Nanke
Ward 4 Steve McCoid
Ward 5 Diana Dickey
Ward 6 Daniel Benjamin
Ward 7 Warren Bednarz,
Ward 8 Jim Lewis
Working with us are our highly professional
City Manager, Department Heads, Chiefs and
Municipal Court Judge:
Judge Jane Aiken
City Manager Kacey Duncan
City Attorney Dan Atchison
Public Works Director Peter Fernandez
Community Development Director Glenn
Gross
Information Technology Director Krishna
Namburi
Fire Chief Mike Niblock
Police Chief Gerry Moore
Urban Development Interim Director Mark
Becktel
Human Resources Director Mina Hanssen
Administrative Services Director Deborah
Bond
I want to also recognize the city employees
for their daily work and for the many personal
hours they give to food drives, toy collections,
blood drives, and numerous other community
projects to make life in Salem better.
A special Thank You to our Volunteers, from
the City Council, to Boards and Commission
members, and all those who give time in the
library, the Center 50+, the Police and Fire
Departments, parks, historic properties and
neighborhoods. They are vital to the smoothrunning operations at City Hall and across
our community.
Last year’s speech was titled: Salem: Strong,
Vibrant, Safe and United. This year to reflect
the true state of things at City Hall and around
the community, the title is Salem, Past, Present and Future. At no other time in my years
as Mayor has the City of Salem had so many
accomplishments, so many projects and so

much to look forward to.
You know I call us the Collaboration Capitol, and I want to reflect on the collaborations
and partnerships of the last year that have
made Salem stronger and more economically
sound.
The Public Works Department is a great
collaborator in everything they do. This past
year they continued to design and manage improvements to streets, sidewalks, and bridges
with proceeds from the voter-approved 2008
Streets and Bridges Bond. Many of the original projects were constructed under budget
and we’ve been able to authorize approximately $15M in additional projects across the
City.
More than $66 million in contracts have
been awarded to engineering firms and contractors; 93% of those contracts to local firms
in Marion and Polk counties.

We partnered with ODOT and completed
construction on the Glen Creek Road and
Wallace Road intersection project.
We completed construction on the Market
Street and Swegle Road realignment and widening project.
We constructed new sidewalks near Walker
Middle School, Hoover Elementary School,
and Morningside Elementary School.
We completed design and started construction on Skyline Road and will add sidewalks
and bicycle lanes for safety.
We partnered with ODOT and completed
design for a new bridge on Winter Street near
Salem Hospital.
Design work is underway to widen Kuebler
Boulevard. Many thanks to PacTrust for advancing their share of financing work there.
Economic Development news this last year
was strong. We’ve seen renewed investment
and commitment on the part of strong local
companies to expand in Salem and new ones
that have come to town. Henningsen Cold
Storage completed its new $26M facility right
next door to the new Norpac Foods corporate
headquarters. Garmin’s $11M expansion on
their airport campus will bring 70 new highwage, high-skilled jobs to our community.
Truitt Family Foods upgraded its plant and
added equipment. This $1,000,000 investment allows the company to expand into new
markets with the first ever US made shelf-stable hummus product line. Wandering Aengus
Ciderworks is making their mark on the international cider boom with a $400,000 investment to add equipment to increase production and begin connecting with export
resources.
Salem’s airport and the businesses it hosts

are important economic tool for the City.
With the support of federal aviation grant
funds, we’ve put in a new $3.3M electrical system on the airfield, enhancing runway safety.
These new, modern LED fixtures and underground cabling are expected to reduce electrical consumption by approximately 40%.
Work is also underway to improve Taxiway C.
(Charlie)
Together with our regional economic development partners, the City and SEDCOR
participated in a study of industry demand for
large lots of 50+acres in size. What we did we
learn? We learned that the Mill Creek Corporate Center is well situated to attract machinery manufacturing, value-added agriculture,
and distribution and advanced electronics
manufacturing. To that end, we completed
the 2.2 million gallon Mill Creek Reservoir to
bring needed water pressure to the area and
will allow future growth in the south east area
of Salem.
The large lot study also showed us that Salem is competitive against other regions – on
a national level – in cost of living, housing
price, road congestion, industrial natural gas,
and electrical rates – and, the land price at
Mill Creek Corporate Center.
We’re investing in the future and strengthening the West Salem Business District with
an urban renewal-funded strategic plan.
We’re also re-envisioning improvements in
and along the Portland Road Corridor to spur
business development and expansion in the
North Gateway Urban Renewal Area.
Another important measure of the city’s
strength is our firm financial foundation. Last
spring, the City's bond rating was upgraded
from AA- to AA! Among the reasons for the
upgrade were the City's strong fiscal management, financial practices, and policies; Salem's stable economy; and our recent budget
performance. The upgrade will result in lower
interest rates and higher investor demand the
next time we sell bonds. Active refinancing of
the city’s debt in recent years has resulted in
savings of about $8.9 million in present value.
Last Wednesday night the Budget Committee finalized the recommended budget which
goes to City Council on June 8. Among recommendations are reopening the main library on Sundays and providing defibulators
to police officers so that they may assist when
they are near medical calls for heart attacks.
I want to take a minute and thank this year’s
City Budget Committee public members:
Richard Berger, Jan Kailuweit, Bob Bailey,
Raquel Moore-Green, Don Wildfang, Jose
Gonzales, Clark Hazlett, and Tyler Clark. This
year saw consistent attendance by all, careful
examination of the budget and quality discussions among the members and with staff.
We are able to maintain current services in
2015-16, but we will feel the pain of PERS increases in the 2017-18 budget. But future projections for revenue and expenditures cause

us to be extremely cautions. While we have
cut spending so that we are "at the marrow" so
to speak, we can do little to stop the increases
of health insurance and the retirement system increases in PERS. The State Legislature
tried to address the stress that PERS funding
causes on local governments, but the recent
Oregon Supreme Court ruling overturned a
significant portion of the cost relief and PERS
rates paid by public agencies will again include the impact of a two percent cost of living
adjustment for retirees. Fortunately, the City
has been very cautious regarding PERS savings while all implications of the Court’s decision are being analyzed by the PERS Advisory
Board. In other words, we did not spend the
estimated savings in PERS expenditures the
legislation would have brought about.
The annual budgets guide the work of the
City of Salem, but we must always remember
why we work and what the money is for: To
serve the public, and provide the highest quality of life possible across all neighborhoods
and business sectors.
Vibrancy in the City is measured in many
ways: new restaurants and entertainment
venues, the number and quality of city parks,
the library and cultural resources, cohesive
neighborhood associations and thriving businesses across the City and downtown.
Another wonderful collaboration this past
year was between The Parks Department, the
Salem Parks Advisory Board and the Salem
Parks Foundation:
Work was done on Royal Oaks Park, there
are terrific way finding signs at Minto Brown
Park, and thanks to the Parks Foundation and
CAN-DO, we installed our first bike repair station at Riverfront Park. At Bush Pasture Park,
the new Crooked House play area and the
new Rhody garden are great amenities. We
are also looking forward to being able to use
goats as an environmentally conscious way to
control invasive species on Minto Island and
on other hard to maintain areas.
The City purchased a portion of the former
Boise site at Riverfront Park to expand the
park to the south and create a perfect gateway
to the Peter Courtney Minto Island Bridge.
Speaking of the long awaited bridge, please
join the groundbreaking celebration tomorrow as we start construction on this longawaited link between Minto Island Park and
Riverfront Park.
Housing and shelter issues drew attention
and significant investment this last year. The
Salem Housing Authority is wrapping up a significant project that brings new life to apartments at Parkway East, Parkway West and
Robert Lindsey Tower housing projects. This
is the largest renovation effort by the Housing
Authority in its 45-year history. Funded with
private investment and federal funds, we have
been able to renovate 186 housing units for
people living on limited incomes and replace
and improve infrastructure, landscaping and
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internal building systems. Special recognition goes to Housing Administrator Andrew
Welch and the employees who oversaw these
projects and helped residents with day to day
issues while living among the construction.
A recent study of housing options in Salem
revealed that we have adequate land for single family homes but we are seriously lacking
multi-family units across the city. Changes to
codes and planning processes are needed if
we are going to attract investors and prepare
Salem for the population growth of tomorrow.
When a family shelter closed, last year United Way and I gathered social service organizations and agencies to explore temporary
and emergency housing needs and options.
We quickly realized that further discussion
and planning are needed to address not only
housing but the factors that cause people to
be living on the streets and camping in our
parks. I appreciate the individuals, churches
and agencies that are working to formulate
plans for future solutions. Homelessness is a
serious issue here and across our nation. I am
convinced that the solutions will be made locally, and it is a task we need to work harder
on this coming year.
Neighborhood Associations are important
in Salem. With wide-spread involvement
from residents in Northeast Neighbors (NEN)
and Southeast Salem Neighborhood (SESNA), the collaboration saw the completion of
their joint neighborhood plan. It envisions a
vibrant, mixed-use State Street corridor that
encourages pedestrian activity, is safe and attractive, creates a distinctive sense of place,
and serves as an asset to surrounding neighborhoods.
Grant Neighborhood became the first Salem
Heritage Neighborhood when the program
was launched recently.
Salem Library completed a substantial renovation of the Children’s area, thanks to collaborative funding and support from the Salem
Public Library Foundation, the Friends of the
Library and the Library Advisory Board. The
Teen Scene was recently re-created and both
specialized areas are heavily used and loved.
Reading programs and activities for everyone
from infants to seniors make our Library a
community magnet.
In the downtown, 2014 brought a diverse
mix of businesses including: The Kitchen on
Court, Archive Coffee, and Gayle’s Italian
Market in the McGilcrhist and Roths’ Building. The $7M renovation was completed in
November and included nine new residential
units.
Pringle Square Apartments are rising just
across the street. The project includes 15,000
sq. ft. of commercial space and 175 apartments on four floors. Studios to three-bedroom units will start renting later this year.
All those new residents are going to make
downtown zing!
The Salem Public Arts Commission and Oregon Artists Series Foundation continue adding sculptures in public spaces, with the Cube
arriving on the corner of Liberty and State
Streets earlier this spring.
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Then, as I close, we will turn our minds toaward to recognize leadership in the area of
ward the future.
international understanding, and I would like
One remarkable change this year is that four
to announce now that the first recipients are
of the 8 City Councilors are new, and I am
Mona Hayes and Kathleen Fish, founders of
pleased to report that they hit the ground runthe World Beat Festival.
ning last Fall attending briefings on City deInternational understanding is a vital part of
partments and major issues being addressed
a healthy community. In today’s marketplace,
by the Council. They are eager to make their
international trade is the rule, and Salem Ormarks and bring their ideas and talents to
benefit the City of Salem and its residents.
egon can advance its trading connections and
All nine of us are working closely on a variety
partnerships, through professional relationof issues, with collaboration and collegiality
ships, business connections and friendships
still a hallmark of the Salem City Council. We
one person at a time. It is vital that our city
work hard to understand the issues and needs
government and community members gain
in our City, and even when we don't agree
knowledge and appreciation for all peoples,
on an issue, we still support and mentor one
whether they live here or abroad.
another, and share a commitment to making
We have long had a strong Sister City tie
Salem the best it can possibly be. We have a
with Kawagoe City, Japan, and we are talking
tradition of consensus seeking, and I am opwith Korean consular representatives about
strengthening our sister city partnerships
timistic that my fellow Councilors and I will
with Gimhae, South Korea. In December,
continue working to make that possible.
while traveling with my family, I visited SaOne of our most important jobs now and for
many
months to come will be to get the Salem, India, to explore reestablishing the Sister City relationship attempted 50 years ago.
lem Police Department out of the Civic Center
Their reception was warm and positive, and
complex basement and into suitable facility.
several people are working now to establish
Our police department has been crammed
committees here and in Salem, India to carry
into outdated space on the first level of City
the dream into reality.
Hall for too many years. We created a Blue
You can’t talk about quality of life without
Ribbon Task Force, and I would like to comaddressing public safety needs and resources.
mend the public members who toiled diliOur Fire Department continues to meet most
gently to come up with a unanimous recomresponse targets and has been working to inmendation that goes to City Council next
Tuesday.
tegrate our new ambulance provider into the
Many thanks to:
City of Salem emergency response system.
Salem Police Department has been a news
TJ Sullivan, who did an incredible job as
maker this past year, as several armed conChair, Jim Bauer, Willamette University,
Sheronne Blasi, Salem Planning Commisfrontations have focused the community’s
attention on how police respond to these
sion, Jason Brandt, Salem Area Chamber of
standoffs and what happens when an arrest
Commerce, Claudia Burton, former Budget
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Committee, Geoff James, Salem Community
Vision, Monty King, Citizen’s Police Advisory
Committee, John Lattimer, Marion County
Administrator, Jennifer Martin, Downtown
Advisory Board, Kasia Quillinan, City Watch,
Paul Rice, Friends of the Library, Warren
Bednarz, City Councilor, Steve McCoid, City
Councilor.
I am confident that the give and take, the
public input and the advice from architects
specializing in police facilities has resulted in
a plan that the Council can adopt and feel confident working from. Our next step is to hire
an architect and begin to size and prioritize
what the police department and communications center will need for the next 40-50 years.
The location and price are not known yet, so I
caution you to not see the price quoted in the
media as “the final price”. It was only an early
estimate.
Please give the Council, police, staff and experts time to work before you pass judgment.
We need this facility badly, and we know that
in order to pass a bond measure, the community must believe it is sized right and costs
what is necessary and no more. They deserve
our best effort to bring this facility into being,
in the right place and at the right price.
City Manager Linda Norris retired in March.
We were sorry to say good bye to an excellent
leader and wise city manager, but do not deny
her a life of retirement so richly deserved.
And so, we are underway with a nation-wide
search. A Council subcommittee has been
keeping us a right on task, and we anticipate
the search will finish by late summer. This is
one of the most important tasks our Council
undertakes: the selection and hiring of the
City Manager.
Salem is poised for great projects in the future, and the person we select must be up to
the heavy lifting of bond measures, Civic Center seismic retrofitting and repairs, expanded
economic development activity, a growing
Recreation and Natural Resources thrust
spurred by the Peter Courtney Minto Island
Bridge, and planning for the Third Bridge
across the Willamette. We are closer in the
planning for that much needed local and
regional road connector than we have ever
been. The bridge plan is now known as the
3rd Option, as a result of City Councilor collaboration and consensus seeking, and with
strong local and regional support I am confident that the bridge will become a reality.
As I look into the future, the work our City
and Community undertakes will not be for the
faint of heart, nor for anyone who does not
love Salem and is willing to put shoulder to
the wheel today, tomorrow, and in the future.
It is an honor to be the Mayor of Salem, and
I thank you all for coming to hear my thoughts
today on Salem: Past, Present and Future.
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Service Master of Salem

ServiceMaster of Salem has been a disaster
restoration leader in Marion & Polk Counties
for over 30 years. In 2004, ServiceMaster
Restoration & Cleaning Services was added
to serve the Linn & Benton Counties. Along
with disaster restoration services, ServiceMaster also excels in residential cleaning,
duct cleaning, construction & painting.  
At ServiceMaster of Salem we unite for the
common goal of RESTORING PEACE OF
MIND to our customers in their time of need.
We specialize in restoration services that
include water, fire/smoke, odor removal,
mold, trauma, and vandalism. Our mission
is to not only provide you with the best services available, but give you Peace of Mind®
that we will do everything possible to return
your home or business to pre-loss condition.
Fire and Smoke damage can be a difficult
situation for any homeowner to experience.
In most cases, as a homeowner this is their
first fire loss. At ServiceMaster of Salem,
we have helped homeowners through this
restoration numerous times. We can help
Restore Peace of Mind, by At ServiceMaster
Salem we understand that quick action can
help minimize damage to the structure and
contents of a home that has been damaged
by fire and smoke.
That is why we are committed to responding quickly to any fire 24/7/365. We have

teamed up with Lowes home
improvement, to help homeowners begin the process of
Restoring Peace of Mind we
offer FREE board up services to help secure the property. This is just the first step
in the restoration process,
but a critical step for any
homeowner. We also offer
FREE ServiceMaster Salem
emergency kits to any family
that has been displaced by a
fire. The kits are designed
to give a family the necessities to begin the restoration
process. Helping the homeowner thru the restoration
process after the fire department leaves.
Water Damage is a serious problem. You
may not even know you have it. Water damage comes from a variety of sources including flooding which is fairly common in Salem, Oregon. Leaving a problem like this
untreated can cause a need for mold remediation later, or worse, cause structural damage to your home. Every disaster involving
water damage is unique in every way. At ServiceMaster of Salem we have extensive experience in dealing with hundreds of water
losses each year. This experience allows us to

RUSHING GROUP

prevent the spreading of mold.
For example, reacting quickly
in the event of water damage
can prevent the spreading of
mold. Proper water damage
mitigation can utilize drying
processes that can prevent
mold growth.
In order to be certain of the
type of mold that is being dealt
with, an industrial hygienist can be called to determine
what types of mold are present and also provide the restoration company with a written
protocol for proper removal
techniques. By using the right
procedures and techniques for
proper mold removal, you can be certain that
ServiceMaster of Salem can handle any mold
situation big or small.
We serve Benton, Linn, Marion and Polk
counties by using the latest in restoration
equipment, technology and training. We
invest extensively in our employees with
continuing education and training to help
provide you with superior service. When
working with ServiceMaster of Salem, you
can expect excellence throughout the restoration process.

ServiceMASTER staff is ready for any job.

assess the situation quickly and put together
a targeted response to your emergency. Every plan is different because every water loss
is different.
Mold is a topic that people should be educated on and aware of. Mold and mold
spores exist in the outdoor environment that
we live in every day. Mold that grows indoors
can cause have serious health risks and eventually will cause odor problems and cause
structural damage to a home or building.
Mold can begin to grow in as little as 48
hours. There are things that you can do to

503-588-8500

rushinggroup.com

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION

Remove second and change to: For Lease—290 Moyer Lane
NW Salem IC zoning allows for a wide variety of uses. Office,
medical, church, non-profit, the list goes on!!! Owners are flexible and are willing to work with possible tenants on lease
rates, configurations, tenant improvement packages etc. Asking lease rate is flexible $15.00 - $24.00 PSF depending on
size, tenant improvements etc. Please call Bo Rushing (503)
588-8500 or Zach Fischer (503) 508-7178 for further info.

For Lease—Two End Caps in Stayton: Former Quizno’s and
former frozen yogurt shop now available. This beautiful center is directly across from Stayton and Regis high schools.
Co-tenants include Muchas Gracias, Papa Murphy’s Pizza
and Spin City Laundromat (opening Jan 2015) Quizno’s is
turnkey ready. Contact Bo Rushing or Ali Morrison at 503588-8500 or (503) 689-3652 with any and all interest!

For Sale—37627 Crabtree Drive, Crabtree HUGE PRICE
REDUCTION! Now listed at $199,900. Well maintained
historical building with large commercial space (formerly
a tavern), large remodeled downstairs apartment, ample
upstairs and downstairs storage as well as “school house”
outbuilding. Located in the quiet community of Crabtree just
minutes from I-5 and only 10 miles outside of Albany. Could
be perfect for owner/user, as a storage facility or for a new
commercial user. Please call Bo Rushing (503) 588-8500 or
Zach Fischer (503) 508-7178 for further info.

For Lease—Former Northside Speakeasy now available! 1,560
SF, located at 2505 Liberty Rd NE, co-tenants include Starbucks, Donatello’s Pizza (opening December 2014), Spin City
Laundromat (Opening January 2015) and First Choice Chiropractic! Space is built out for restaurant/bar use. Terms negotiable. Contact Bo Rushing or Ali Morrison at 503-588-8500 or
(503) 689-3652 with any and all interest!

503-588-8500

rushinggroup.com

For Lease—3660-3670 River Rd N. Two spaces available, can be
combined for contiguous use. Co-tenant includes Tan Republic.
Directly across the street from Burger King. Spaces are 1,455
and 1,608 SF respectively and are built out for office use. Great
parking and visibility. Contact Bo Rushing or Ali Morrison at 503588-8500 or (503) 689-3652 with any and all interest!

ZACH FISCHER
Commer. & Residential
Sales & Leasing
Oregon Licensed Broker

KRISTA TERLECKI
Oregon Licensed Broker

For Sale—investment property now available for $1.8 million! Trailer Park Village located at 4733 Portland Rd Salem.
Great potential for improvements, 5 tax lots consisting of 3.69
acres with 46 single spaces, 1 double space, storage buildings, house, RV storage, laundry facilities and community restrooms. Solid income history. Please do not disturb manager or
tenants. Contact Bo Rushing or Ali Morrison at
503-588-8500 or (503) 689-3652

ALEXANDRA AGUIAR
Residential Specialist,
Oregon Licensed Broker

BO RUSHING
President/CEO
Oregon Licensed Broker

For Sale—Land Acquisition & Development Opportunity! 500
Lancaster Drive SE, 0.22 acres available with an additional
0.25 acres of property with Lancaster frontage upon completion of road vacation. Contact Bo Rushing 503-588-8500 or
Zach Fischer (503) 508-7178 with any and all interest.

CHRIS LYNDE
Construction MGR,
Director of Operations,
WVPM

JESSICA RUSHING
Marketing Director

ALI MORRISON
Commercial Sales &
Leasing,
Oregon Licensed Broker

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE
DEVELOPMENT & CONSTRUCTION

BARB NORRIS
Oregon Licensed Broker

JARED HAMBROOK
Director of Property
Management,
Oregon Licensed Broker
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155 Liberty St. NE

The SALEM ARTS BUILDING (aka SAB) is a mixed-use building –
with artist studios, residential, retail and office space available. This is
a prime opportunity to live or work in the heart of downtown Salem!
Studios and Commercial Spaces from 136 to 2000 square feet. Rents
starting at $195 a month.

2195 Hyacinth St. NE

THE HYACINTH building was originally the Overhead Door manufacturing plant & warehouse. We are in the North Salem Gateway,
a community of industrial commercial and burgeoning residential
areas.
2195 Hyacinth St NE
Commercial Industrial Space with flexible terms. From 250 to 2500
square feet. Rents between $250 and $2500.

Leasing Information:
James Hauge
503.510.4005
Lindsey Martin
503.390.1375

LegacyRE.com
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Interest Rates & Your Portfolio

In this month’s column, we will explore
how rising or falling interest rates could affect your investment strategies. First, however, let’s have a little primer on the Federal
Reserve.
The central bank of the United States, or
the Fed, as it is commonly called, regulates
the U.S. monetary and financial system. The
Federal Reserve System is composed of a
central governmental agency in Washington, D.C. (the Board of Governors) and 12
regional Federal Reserve Banks in major cities throughout the United
States. You can divide the
Federal Reserve's duties
into four general areas:
1. Conducting monetary
policy –buying and selling government securiRAY SAGNER
ties and setting the federal funds rate.
FINANCIAL
2. Regulating banking
COLUMNIST
institutions and protecting the credit rights of consumers.
3. Maintaining the stability of the financial
system.
4. Providing financial services to the U.S.
government.
The federal funds rate is the interest rate
at which a depository institution lends funds
maintained at the Federal Reserve to another depository institution overnight. The
federal funds rate is generally only applicable to the most creditworthy institutions
when they borrow and lend overnight funds
to each other. The federal funds rate is one
of the most influential interest rates in the
U.S. economy, since it affects monetary and
financial conditions, which in turn have a
bearing on key aspects of the broad economy including employment, growth and inflation. The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), which is the Federal Reserve’s
primary monetary policymaking body,
telegraphs its desired target for the federal
funds rate through open market operations.
This is also known as the “fed funds rate.”
The higher the federal funds rate, the more
expensive it is to borrow money. Since it is
only applicable to very creditworthy institutions for extremely short-term (overnight)
loans, the federal funds rate can be viewed
as the base rate that determines the level of
all other interest rates in the U.S. economy
and is currently at historic lows.
The federal funds rate has varied significantly over time. It's a cycle of ups and downs
that can affect your personal finances, like
what rate you pay for a loan or the interest
earned on your bank accounts. Interest rate
changes also have an effect on your investments and understanding the relationship
between bonds, stocks, and interest rates
could help you better cope with inevitable
changes in our economy and your portfolio.
Interest rates often fall in a weak economy

and rise as it strengthens. As the economy
improves, companies experience higher
costs (wages and materials) and they usually
borrow money to grow. That's where bond
yields and prices enter the equation.
Yield is a measure of a bond's return based
on the price the investor paid for it and the
interest the bond will pay. Falling interest
rates usually result in declining yields. As
rates decline, businesses and governments
"call" or redeem the existing bonds they've
issued that carry higher interest rates, replacing them with new, lower-yielding
bonds.
Interest rate changes affect bond prices in
the opposite way. Declining interest rates
usually result in rising bond prices and vice
versa, one goes up and the other goes down.
This opposing relationship is simply described by an investor’s desire for increased
cash flow. When interest rates rise, investors
buy new bonds for the higher yields. Therefore, owners of existing bonds reduce prices
in an attempt to attract buyers.
Investors who hold on to bonds until maturity aren't concerned with this seesaw relationship, but bond fund investors may see
its effects over time.
Interest rate
changes can also
affect
stocks.
For instance, in
the short term,
the stock market
often declines
in the midst of
rising interest
rates
because
companies must
pay more to borrow money for
expansion and
capital improvements. Increasing rates often impact small
companies more than large, well-established
firms. That's because they usually have less
cash, shorter track records, and other limited resources that put them at higher risk.
On the other hand, a drop in interest rates
may result in higher stock prices if corporate
profits increase.
In addition, some stocks increase in value
even as interest rates rise, in part because
industry or company-specific factors -- such
as the development of a new product -- can
impact stock prices more than rate changes.
All that said, the market also has its ups
and downs due to other factors, as well. Fear
and greed lead investors to make poor decisions based on the unknown. People tend
to sell when they don’t know what to expect
with a change in interest rates or that Ebola
is going to sweep the country.
So what’s an investor to do when faced
with interest rate uncertainty? While you
have no control over changing interest rates,
you can assemble a portfolio that can potentially ride out the inevitable ups and downs.

Risk reduction begins with diversifying your
investments in as many ways as possible.
As for equities or stocks, investing across
different business sectors is a start, because
no one knows which of today's industries
will fuel the next expansion. Keep in mind
that some sectors such as energy are more
economically sensitive than others, which
can lead to increased volatility. Additionally,
consider stocks or stock mutual funds that
invest in different market caps, small and
large companies, and have different investing styles, such as both value and growth
investing.
As for fixed-income investments, review
your bond funds holdings, for different maturities -- short- and long-term -- and types,
such as government and corporate. Different types of bonds react in their own way to
interest rate changes. Long-term bonds, for
instance, are more sensitive to rate changes
than short-term bonds. Still the bottom line
is that most bond mutual funds will lose
some value as rates begin to climb. That said,
there is plenty of time to make changes, as
the Fed is not raising interest rates anytime
soon. The U.S. economy is still a bit fragile
and the rest of the world is a bit behind.
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Big Derrick's
Barber Shop
The new Big Derrick's Barber Shop is not
your average hair establishment. Complete
with a pool table and a full bar, you'll find a
comfortable and well designed, well thought
out business plan.
Owner Derrick Coffett is a top notch experience barber. His friendly nature and a bartender sort of way makes his customers feel
welcome and keeps them coming back.
Guys of all ages enjoy the place. Big Derrick is located in the lower level of the historic Reed Opera House. It just fun to hang
out and enjoy the atmosphere. There's even
a kids play spot with a race car.
As hip and modern as it is, that old fashioned barber shop quality is definitely there.
Derrick's has Reloadable gift cards just in
time for father's day. Purchase 5 haircuts at
regular price ($85) get a 6th free. Cards are
good for all services or products.
Historic Reed Opera House, 189 Liberty St.
NE, Suite B13, Lower Level

“So what’s an
investor to do
when faced with
interest rate
uncertainty?”
Interest rates will always fluctuate in response to economic conditions. Rather than
trying to guess the Federal Reserve's next
move, concentrate on creating a portfolio
that will serve your needs no matter which
way rates go. And remember: portfolio allocation and diversification is key to portfolio
success.
The purpose of this article is to inform our
readers about financial planning/life issues.
It is not intended, nor should it be used,
as a substitute for specific legal, accounting, or financial advice. As advice in these
disciplines may only be given in response
to inquiries regarding particular situations
from a trained professional. Ray Sagner is a
Certified Financial Planner™ professional
with The Legacy Group, Ltd, a fee only Registered Investment Advisory Firm, in Salem.
Ray can be contacted at 503-581-6020, or by
email at Ray@TheLegacyGroup.com. You
may view the Company’s web site at WWW.
TheLegacyGroup.com.

Barber and Owner, Derrick Coffett, offers
custom cuts, trims, and shaves.

Shoot pool at Big Derrick’s Barber Shop
while you’re waiting for your hair cut.
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Salem Corporations Make The World (Beat) Go Round
As Salem’s favorite event celebrates its
18th year on June 27 and 28, it is worth considering how the World Beat Festival has
continued to grow while at the same time
remaining open to all, without an admission
fee.
Current organization chair
and co-founder
Kathleen Fish
explains “one
of our core values in starting
World Beat was
that it be accessible to all. In
the beginning,
we made a conscious decision
that we would
not sell entry
tickets, so that
everybody who wanted to could come to celebrate and learn about cultural heritage."
So World Beat welcomes everyone, although they do ask for donations at the entry
gates. As the Festival has grown, so has the
budget. The event now takes over $200,000
to create. Executive Director Graham Morris
explains, “Salem really has a strong reputation for giving, and the continuing growth of
the Festival is a testament to that. Corpora-

tions give to help us make the Festival happen
in so many different ways.” Money of course,
is extremely important, and local companies
including Batteries Plus Bulbs, Mega Foods,
Fischer Hayes & Associates, Salem Electric,

and the State of Oregon, plus private donors.
Alongside cash, even more companies give
goods and services that make deep cuts into
the costs of the Festival support structure.
Media companies including Salem Magazine

Salem Health and Willamette University
have been major supporters for more than a
decade. They have been joined more recently
by Fred Meyer, Don Pancho, Wells Fargo,
and PGE. Other companies also give at more
moderate levels, such as The Grand Hotel,
Bar Industries, Heffernan Insurance, Roth’s
and Dermatology Clinic. World Beat also has
strong support through grant organizations
such as the City of Salem, Marion County,

and Salem Business Journal, the Statesman
Journal, and radio stations including KBZY,
KGAL and KSHO donate space. Lancaster
Mall donates a kiosk, and on-site vendors
donate trash management, hauling and recycling services, tent and table rentals, sound
and power, ice, and trucks. Back in the office,
corporations donate accounting services and
IT management, office and storage space, office supplies and printing services. Each year

the Festival approaches store owners with
reader boards to advertise the Festival during the last two weeks in June. “We just ask
them – can you put up the message World
Beat June 27 & 28, and many of them say
yes,
because
they’ve
been
to the Festival
and believe in
its value,” says
Morris.
“We
also call around
all the elementary
schools
in Marion and
Polk Counties
and ask them
to
distribute
flyers,
and
many
commit to help us
there. And each
year we host a fundraiser for our programs
with our Multicultural Ball, and typically receive around 150 donated items for that.”
“It’s all pretty humbling when you consider
just how many people give to make World
Beat happen,” states Morris. “On top of the
500 performers who perform for free and the
400 people who volunteer in shifts to manage the
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MOUNTAIN WEST
REAL ESTATE, INC.
$1,299,900

Gold Beach $1,295,000

SE Salem $1,250,000

S Salem $999,900

NW Salem $995,000

80 acres with 2 houses. Main house is 3 bedrooms,
3 baths, 2964 sf with view of the ocean from the
kitchen. Second is a cute 600 sf cottage. Equestrian
arena, barn with 3 stalls. (686343)

View Creekside Golf Course, Cascade Mtns, & lights of
Salem. Apx 6000 sf, lavish & tasteful. 4 bd, 4.5 ba,
mstr on main. Huge gourmet kitchen. Fully lndscpd,
garden patio, deck. 4+ car gar/workshop. (685045)

Once in a great while a truly spectacular “West View”
S. Salem 1-lvl estate becomes available! Stunning
2.38 acre property by Illahe Hills Country Club is
luxuriously appointed & meticulously maintained! (683853)

10+ acres with lake. Grandeur, quality, magnificent
7000 sf. Total time period update. 6 bedrooms,
5+ baths, grand staircase, hdwd, stone, marble &
carpet flrs. Overlooks rich gardens. (679876)

ANDY ALSKO 503.930.2651

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

LAURIE ANN ROGERS
503.551.5258

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

$895,000

Lyons $895,000

SE Salem $799,950

Mill City $795,000

26.25 acres - beautiful views. Magnificent 4172
custom sf, 4 bd, 3.5 ba. Gourmet kitchen & dining
rm. Living rm & family rm. Lots of updates. 48x60
barn w/stalls & arena. Fenced & xfenced. (686751)

Santiam River frontage. River access. 22.8 parklike
acres with irrig well, timber & pasture. Apx 2700 sf,
built in 1990, 3 bd, 2.5 ba. Open living with circular
frplc. 4+ garage, 3 barns & shop. (676173)

10.74 acres - 2000 built. Lovely home with 4 bedrooms
+ office + bonus room, apx 4248 sf. Privacy & views.
Gourmet kitchen, 3-car garage & workshop area,
security system, UG sprinklers. Nice! (666197)

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

LAURIE DAVIS 503.851.2456
TERRI JUDD 503.999.3148

SE Salem $699,900

Estacada $699,500

SE Salem $699,000

Full views of Mt. Hood. This home has been elegantly remodeled. View the changing seasons of
the valley & Mt. Hood from the family room & master. Finished shop. Greenhouse. (689053)

Distinguished brick home. 5000+ custom sf, 5 bd,
5 ba, “Priceless”. 0.35 acre of prof lndscp & privacy.
Formal style & informal (rec room), together with all
the amenities. 6-car garage with shop. (674956)

Chinook Estates 2.73 acres. View & privacy! Custom
built 2008, 3761 sf, 4 bd, 2.5 ba, open gourmet
kitchen & family room, master suite on main level,
media/2 family rooms, 6-car garage. (681047)

DAN ENOS 971.832.0171

SARA SHATTO 503.910.3547

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

Independence $579,900

NE Salem $569,900

SE Salem $549,500

ANDY ALSKO

Great soils & water rights.
apx 3800 sf, 3+ bd, 3 ba
throughout: wood, tile, carp
home & 20x40 shop. Fenc

STEPHEN G
503.580

SE Salem $535,000

Independence air park. 3888 sf custom 1-level,
4 bd (2 masters), 4 ba. Poss dual living, 3-car garage/
shop. Your own hanger with private taxi lane from
airport, usable for RV storage/shop. (655079)

Your own hidden paradise. 4.96 acres! Lovely home,
apx 4000 sf & gorgeous grounds. Several outbldgs
- 24x36 pole barn , 24x36 shop, 15x24 heated craft
room. Enclosed sun room & huge deck. (690602)

Majestic elegance! Custom single level on 2 peaceful
acres! Rich in style & quality, yet long on comfort.
Bamboo floors, trayed ceilings, 3-car garage, shop
& more! (681180)

Custom townhouse at The Pointe. Views of the
golf course, Cascades & Salem. Privacy. 3624 sf
updated & flawlessly maintained. 3 bedrooms,
3 baths, master on main, 2 family rooms. (689704)

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

LAURIE DAVIS 503.851.2456
TERRI JUDD 503.999.3148

TOD JENNING 503.931.8864

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

235 Union Street NE, Salem, OR 97301
503.364.9596 | ColdwellBanker@cboregon.com

1939 historic brick home.
4.5 baths. 1/3 acre in do
ownership shows. Better h

S Salem $695,000

Custom lodge style home! Beautiful country estate
nestled in park like setting. 6400 sf, 3+ bedrooms,
5 baths. 3 custom rock fireplaces, 26’ vaults. Shop,
pool & tennis court. (676274)

$595,000

STEPHEN G
503.580

NW Salem $795,000

River frontage + shared park. On Little North Fork
of the North Santiam River. Magnificent 3365 sf
with all the special touches. Custom remodel in ‘08.
3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths. 2.59 acre private park. (688439)

$699,900

Ultra custom single level
Covered outdoor kitchen, B
to 42 ft. Extra garage w/wo
rm upstairs area. Fenced

Quiet custom in Keizer!
3466 sf, built in 2008.Spaciou
kitchen, enormous great rm
crowns, cavernous 1450 sf

BRIAN MCVAY

Like us on Facebook:
Facebook.com/cbMountainWest

Some individual photos are copyrighted by Willamette Valley Multip
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SE Salem $995,000

l 3442 sf, 3 bd, 3.5 ba.
BBQ. 38x70 RV storage up
orkshop + game rm/media
pasture. (666109)

G. TANDY PC
0.1483

NE Salem $995,000

503.930.2651

G. TANDY PC
0.1483

Great views, Chinook Estates. This exceptional home
is situated on 4.24 acres with “a view to die for”.
Completely remodeled. 300 degree views of the
Cascades, Salem & beyond. (688432)

Elegant 1-level home w/mountain views. 3 en suites,
3.5 baths, 4645 sf. Mstr bd features frplc, huge WI
closet, & soaking tub. See through frplc between LR &
FR. 3-car garage & 1248 sf finished shop. (690019)

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

CONNIE BRESEE 503.932.5175

SARA SHATTO 503.910.3547

Dallas $795,000

S Salem $749,500

S Salem

14.3 lakefront acres. Access & use of 18 acre lake.
View lake & countryside. 1-level, 2889 sf, 4 bedrooms,
3 baths. Large yard with beautiful landscaping.
50x100 barn. Water rights, fenced pasture. (690618)

5.64 acres in Chinook Estates. View & privacy. Cstm
1-level, 3094 sf, 3 bd, 2.5 ba, open style living w/all
the amenities & many updates. Huge, elegant master
suite. Wonderful landscaping. 40x60 shop. (690621)

2.51 beautiful usable acres. Custom 4000+ sf, built
2006, all the custom amenities. 3 bd (poss 4), 2.5 ba,
800+ sf family/media rm. 1000+ sf (not in sf) semi
finished lower lvl. Huge area for shop/RV. (689627)

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

NW Salem $675,000

2.58 acres, view, privacy. Predominately brick
custom home. 5139 sf, 4 bd, 5+ ba, 2 full kitchens,
formal dining with view, huge storage area/wine
cellar. Large patios & decks, area for RV. (679518)

Keizer $535,000

Y 503.510.6827

SE Salem $749,500

Off the beaten path (grid). 14.8 acre mostly wooded
prop. Custom 4700+ sf, 3 bd, 3 ba. 1200 sf rec rm (incl
in sf) w/full bar. Inground pool. 5 custom bath houses.
Shop, room for 2-4 RV storage w/dump. (680740)

STEPHEN G. TANDY PC
503.580.1483

4 bedrooms, 3.5 baths,
us master on main, gourmet
m, 8’ drs. 9, 10 & 11 ft ceilings,
f garage/RV. (689516)

S Salem

Willamette River frontage, unencumbered views, 4000+ sf
(main home & guest house). Elegant time period
restoration. 6 bd, 5 ba, two 2-car garages, 0.98 acre,
RV area w/dump. Guest house blt 2002. (686334)

Turner $695,000

39 acres. Wonderful 1-lvl,
a, bonus room up. Cstm
pet. Plus apx 1200 sf guest
ced & xfenced. (677343)

S Salem $899,000

9100+ sf estate, authentic Mediterranean style, real
stucco, 6 bedrooms, 6 baths, 4+ car garage. 10.46
acres, Little Pudding River frontage. Pool & bath
house. 30x40 outbuilding/shop. (688583)

Dallas $795,000

. 5929 sf, 5 bedrooms &
owntown Dallas. Pride of
hurry, won’t last. (673219)

NE Salem $899,000
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Dayton $670,000

Willamina $629,000

SE Salem

Exceptional estate! Beautiful 5.6 acre estate with
gorgeous home, shop, barn & tree lined driveway in
McMinnville area! (686914)

2.5 acres in Willamina city. Possible division.
6 bedrooms, 5 baths, 3942 sf. Guest apartment over
garage. Very private setting. Adjacent parcel possibly available. (679929)

Creekside at its best! Views of Mt Jefferson, golf
course & hillsides. 2 master suites, 1 on the main
& 1 on lower level. Spectacular open plan with high
level fits & finishes. (685494)

FRANK THIERJUNG 503.851.1636

ANDY ALSKO 503.930.2651

CONNIE BRESEE 503.932.5175

SE Salem $525,000

NW Salem $525,000

Keizer $525,000

SE Salem

Wonderful one level, 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, with
huge 3000 sf shop/garage on 1.01 acre lot. Updated
flooring & paint give this a fresh new feel! (662667)

Custom home with endless views! 4 bedrooms with
over 3000 sf on 0.56 acre. Ample windows & quality
construction throughout. Master w/sunrise views,
pan ceiling, & spacious bath on main level. (685676)

McNary Estates home. Custom built in 2005. Nice
open floor plan with master on main level. Gourmet
kitchen. Beautiful home with many quality amenities.
Private back yard. (689752)

6 bedroom, 6792 sf home with outstanding views
& almost half acre lot. Wow! Room to roam in this
large custom luxury home. Includes 2 masters,
bonus rooms, & indoor pool! (690125)

DAVID CALE 503.361.7212

RICK MAURMANN 503.316.6330

ANDRE & TANYA MAKARENKO
503.409.2282 & 503.409.3766

RICK MAURMANN 503.316.6330

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. | Saturday & Sunday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

ple Listing Service and its members, and are used with permission.
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Apple Blowout Sale!
Buy one get 20% off the second

MACBOOKS,
STARTING at $199

MACBOOK PROS
UNDER $600
IMACS,
STARTING at $300

One Year Labor Warranty
60 Days Parts & Labor

Tues-Sat, 10AM-6PM, Located Downtown Salem, 384 Center St. NE, Salem OR 97301, (503) 363-8221, rebootcomputersshop.com

E quitable C enter

O ak P ark D ental

CALL TODAY TO SEE OUR DIFFERENCE

RICHDUNCANCONSTRUCTION.COM |

W allace R oad S hell
CCB# 158330 WA# RICHDC928DE

503-390-4999
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Look and feel your best
Rejuvenate, renew and
enjoy a bit of pampering.
ThermiSmooth & ThermiTight treatments
ThermiVa feminine rejuvenation
Botox® and Juvéderm®
Smartlipo™ laser body sculpting
HEALTHY IS BEAUTIFUL

Laser skin treatments
Laser hair removal
Suite of facials & skin care

We offer a full suite of aesthetic treatments, provided by
experienced and licensed professionals. Call for a free consultation.
Bella Rose Medispa
503-585-7673 BellaRoseMedispa.com

“Terrific, professional and caring with a genuine
concern for my comfort and healing...”
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Dale's Remodeling Gains National &
Regional "People's Choice" Awards
Best of Houzz and Best of Mid-Valley latest
recognition for Salem remodeling company
Dale's Remodeling continues its winning
streak, garnering recognition both near and
far. Recent recognition adds to the growing
list of awards the company has received in
recent years.
Earlier this year,
they were honored with a Best of
Houzz 2015 award
for Customer Service, selected by
25 million subscribers to Houzz,
the leading social platform for
home remodeling
and design. According to Houzz,
Customer Service
honors are determined by a variety
of factors, including the number
and quality of client reviews a professional received in 2014. The Houzz community rated Dale’s at the highest level for
client satisfaction.
Locally, Dale's was honored in several
categories in the yearly Salem Statesman

Journal's Best of Mid-Valley People's Choice
Awards, including the best window installer
and backyard contractor categories. In addition, Becky Olsen, interior designer with
Dale's Remodeling, received a gold medal
as best interior decorator. Dale's Remodeling has won Best of Mid-Valley awards three
years in a row.
"We're
especially proud of
Becky's win," said
Kayla Van Lydergraf, vice president of Dale's
Remodeling. "She
was the designer
on many of our
projects in 2014,
two of which won
national recognition for the company. Her work
is incredible, and
she deserves this
award."
Earlier this year,
Dale's Remodeling won a 2015 Contractor of the Year (CotY)
award by the National Association of the Remodeling Industry (NARI) for a residential
kitchen remodel completed in 2014.

Your Way On
The Parkway!
Test drive a new 2015 Impala today!

SUPPLIER
PRICING AT
CAPITOL
CHEVROLET!
*Supplier pricing on most models, see
dealership for details!

NEW 2015 DESIGNED TO PERFORM
CHEVROLET
IMPALA Impala is a vision of the future that lives for today. Every

contour. Every line. Every last detail. Handsomely sculpted.
Thoughtfully designed. Tailored and refined. To provide a
full-size car that fulfills every desire.

2855 Maple Ave NE
Salem, Oregon

800-888-0591

VIEW OUR LARGE
INVENTORY OF NEW
CHEVROLET MODELS AT

capitol-chevy.com
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Eugene Weekly
Popular In Salem
There's a new weekly newspaper in town.
Eugene Weekly is popular in Salem. The
paper is growing in circulation in a industry
that is seeing some daily newspapers declining in readership. A record 43,000 copies are
now printed each Thursday.
The idea to send papers to Salem came
from a conversation between EW owners,
Anita Johnson, and Rep. Phil Barnhart. They
thought the paper would be of interest to
lawmakers and their staff members when the
Legislature is in session, particularly since
the Lane County delegation is strong in the
Legislature. EW also has weekly coverage of
the Legislature this year with Tony Corcoran's weekly "Hot Air Society" column. Corcoran is a former state senator who writes witty
observations about what's going on behind
the scenes in Salem. The paper also runs
weekly stories on pending legislation by freelance reporter Lucy Ohlsen. Their environmental coverage is considered to be perhaps
the best in the Northwest. Savage Love is said

by some to
be addicting.
S a l e m
readers enjoy seeing
whats going
on in Eugene. The
music scene
in Eugene
has always
attracted a
big audience
from Salem.
Being able to promote shows in Salem by
added Eugene Weekly circulation is a great
idea. It's cool having a progressive alternative weekly newspaper like Eugene Weekly
interested in Salem. Yes.. Salem does love
Eugene and now we can feel even closer to
our friendly neighbor to the south.
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Stop floundering,
list with me this
Summer
POSITIVE ATTITUDE!

OVER 30 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
Specializing In:
• Homes On
Acreage
• Custom Homes
• Unique & Unusual
Homes
• Farms & Ranches
STEPHEN G. TANDY
BROKER/SENIOR VP

503-566-5519
“I personally
handle all of
my listings.”

STANDY@CBOREGON.COM

See Pages 14 & 15 For My Listings
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Bob Knight- Commercial Properties Professional
"As one of my senior agents, Bob has
been a great asset and resource to our
John L. Scott Salem Team. He has
an outstanding expertise in selling
commercial properties, specifically,
restaurants which is unmatched by
any Broker in the industry. He has
Robert B. Knight

Principal Broker,
Historic Certified Broker
and Veteran Little
League Baseball Coach
ph: 503 949-4727
fax: 503 585-8832
bobk@johnlscott.com

tremendous knowledge in this area
and serves his clients with a great
deal of professionalism and we feel
fortunate to have him as part of our
company."
Pam McCarthy, MPA, GRI
Owner/Principal Broker

Wonderful opportunity to own a

A bit of Heaven in growing

Outstanding one-of-a-kind

very manageable turnkey restau-

McMinnville. Private country estate

restaurant. Grill and soda foun-

rant with outstanding exposure.

with studio, hugh barn/workshop,

tain. Great menu, lots of parking.

Seats 57 in and out. Sale includes

new hardwood floors, new vinyl,

Seats 98, outside 40 - Hours 11-4

building/land and business. Previ-

new light fixtures. New flooring,

M-W; 11-9 T-F; 9-9 Saturday, 9-8

ous owner will share breakfast,

new slab granite counter tops and

Sunday.

lunch and dinner. Owner would like

(3) pellet stoves. Inspection, well

to retire. Only qualified prospects

report are included. See Associ-

please apply. Huge price reduction

ated documents for additional
amenities.

• Interactive Map With GPS
• Location Based Search
•MIs/Property Number Search
• Extensive Search Criteria Options
• Road And Satellite Map Views
• Comprehensive Property Details
With Photos
• Built In Sharing Tools
• Driving Directions
• Mortgage Calculator

SIMPLY TYPE IN YOUR
BROWSER JLSAPP.COM

John L. Scott Real Estate
Office - 503-585-0100

salemoffice.johnlscott.com
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Salem
Yvonne Messmer,
Chamber Executive Profile
Vision
Initiative
In an ever changing business climate, leaders need to stay on the cutting edge of issues
relating to business. Vision Initiative is designed to inspire business leaders to innovate and evolve.
Rick Davidson, CEO of Century 21 Real
Estate LLC, will keynote this event, challenging attendees to ignite their passion and encourage the potential of their team. This is a
perfect environment to mingle with leaders
in the Salem business community, and will
provide plenty of opportunity for interaction
and relationship building at the hosted reception following the event.
An annual Business of the Year award will
also be given at this event.
Want to sponsor this event? Contact Marla
McColly for more information. 503-5811466 x310, marla {at} salemchamber.org

Mandatory
Paid Sick Puts
Oregon Small
Business At
Disadvantage
Senate Bill 454-A - which mandates that all
Oregon businesses with 6 or more employees
provide 40 hours per year of paid sick leave
- could put many small, local businesses at a
competitive disadvantage.
The Legislative Revenue Office (LRO) estimates that the sick leave mandate in
SB 454-A will cost Oregon small businesses
approximately $976 million in new compliance costs over the next two years.
This could cause many small employers
to reevaluate compensation practices and
employee benefits, as well as stall business
and employment growth in our community.
View document
When entrepreneurs decide where to open
their business, bills like SB 454 make Oregon
less attractive, which leads to stagnant job
creation in our state. Legislators should have
an eye on policies that allow more people to
enter the workforce, which creates a healthy
economy and improved quality of life for all.
For more information or to learn how you
can get involved, contact Nick Williams.

at the lake, and we care about
Yvonne Messmer joined the
the future of the community
John L. Scott Salem office just
there.” Her leadership with
over a month ago and is althe Detroit Lake Foundation
ready comfortable and confihas resulted in a lasting efdent with her new position as
a Real Estate Broker.
fect. The Cascading Rivers
Yvonne has over fifteen
Scenic Bikeway continues to
years of solid business expebe her pet project. Yvonne’s
efforts are not short of amazrience combining her work
with the City of Salem Uring. Bringing cycling tourism
Yvonne Messmer, Real
ban Renewal Agency and the Estate Broker, John L. Scott to Detroit Lake has added a
- Salem Office
great deal to the economic
Confederated Tribes of the
vitality and appeal to the area. She took the
Siletz Indians. In both positions she excelled
lead in the application for the designation and
at aiding first time home buyers with every
it was a four year process.
aspect of the home purchasing process. She
If that’s not enough dedication to her comalso taught financial education to help people
prepare for home buying. She was the go-to
munity, add to that, Yvonne Messmer is a
connection for all involved in the transaction,
driving component for the re-development
from the Realtor to the escrow officer.
of the former Detroit High School. The high
While interviewing Yvonne, it was apparent
school has been vacant for over a decade. Now
she brings with her both people and organizathe 28,000+ square foot property is well on
its way to becoming a Community/ Civic Centional skills. There are many sides to her overall wealth of knowledge. She also worked at
ter. It will provide much needed indoor event
the Cascades West Council of Governments.
space and rentable office space. Possible tenThat experience alone would carry most peoants would be the City of Detroit and the fire
station. Yvonne smiles when she talks about
ple successfully into the competitive nature of
the old gymnasium being converted and all
the business world. Then you add in the pasthe possibilities it brings to the community.
sion and pursuit of contributing to her comThe economic impact of this project and the
munity and the result is an outstanding and
Cascading Rivers Bikeway are unprecedented
effective executive.
in that community. Yvonne believes strongly
Another aspect of Yvonne’s work at the City
in re-purposing and living green. She walks
of Salem was that she originated commerthe walk. Giving back to her community is job
cial loans in the Downtown and Northgate
one.
districts using tax increment funding. These
How does Yvonne Messmer relax and unloans helped building owners with renovations that in turn helped them grow their
wind? She’s enjoys a nice glass of wine on a
businesses. She was able to understand the
sunny patio and she is a genuine foody. She
needs of the business owners while meeting
came by that glass of wine honestly, she was
strict governmental funding regulations.
the President of the Oregon Wine Enthusiasts
Yvonne and her husband Mark Messmer,
for three years. Mark and Yvonne are also avid
along with his brother, Kirk Messmer own
culinary mushroom hunters. Chanterelles,
and manage Shryock’s Mens Wear in downboletes, lobsters, shaggies and cauliflower
mushrooms are just a few they like and know.
town Salem. Shryock’s is one of the Mid WilHer favorite vineyard is Willamette Valley
lamette Valley’s most respected retailers and
Vineyards. “I’m Italian, lived in Italy and I
an iconic business in the Salem area. This
love to cook my pasta sauce with the freshest
local family business has been bringing qualof ingredients.” Mark and Yvonne enjoy time
ity mens clothing to the Salem area for over
spent together in their garden and with Spar65 years. If that wasn’t enough, Yvonne and
Mark also own and manage their own investta, their black German Shepador Retreiver.
John L. Scott Salem Office, Pam McCarthy
ment properties.
Principal Broker added, “We are thrilled to
Yvonne feels comfortable being the go-behave Yvonne as part of our John L. Scott Satween for the public and private sectors. She
has worked with Oregon State Parks, U.S.
lem Team. She fit in day one and brought with
Forrest Service, ODOT, County Commisher new energy and professionalism. She has
an extensive background in building business
sioners, City officials, Travel Salem, Travel
relationships and community service. It took
Oregon, Clackamas County Tourism, Council
her no time at all to get her business in full
Of Governments, non-profits, business ownswing and is a natural in assisting her clients
ers, financial institutions, sponsoring organiand taking care of details. Thanks Yvonne for
zations, and concerned citizens. She knows
choosing John L. Scott Salem Real Estate.”
how to get things done. Cutting through the
Yvonne Messmer is an Oregon Licensed
red tape, the red flags and moving towards the
Broker with John L. Scott, 725 Commercial St
green light is a true talent.
SE, yvonnemessmer.johnlscott.com
What other hobbies does Yvonne have? She
loves Detroit Lake. “We have a second home
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Willamette
University
MBA
Graduates
Newest
Class
The Atkinson Graduate School of Management celebrated its 52nd Commencement
Ceremony. Chip Kruger, Founder and Principal of Five Mile, delivered the commencement address. 75 graduates representing
13 countries received their diploma from
Willamette University MBA. The College of
Law and Atkinson also awareded two joint
degrees (JD/MBA) on Sunday. U.S. Representative Greg Walden also attended the ceremony where he was awarded the Glenn L.
Jackson Leadership Award by Gerry Frank
In January the Atkinson School also awarded 33 MBA degrees to graduates of the MBA
for Professionals program. Since its founding in 1974, the Atkinson Graduate School
of Management (Willamette University
MBA) has graduated nearly 2,700 management students. - See more at: http://www.
willamette.edu/mba/news/library/2015/
may/may18_commencement%20summary.
html#sthash.62hprwua.dpuf

The Book Bin is a locally owned,
family operated business that has
been in the same family since 1984.
Three generations currently spend
their time between the Corvallis
store and the two Salem stores.
Store Locations
215 SW 4th St Corvallis
541-752-0040
M-Sat
8:30am-9:00pm
Sun
9:00am-7:00pm
Book Buying
M-Sat
9:00am-5:00pm &
Sunday 11:00am-5:00pm
Salem Downtown
450 Court St NE Salem
503-361-1235
M-Sat
9:00am-9:00
Sunday 10:00am-7:00pm
Book Buying until 5:00pm, 7 days a week
Salem East
2235 Lancaster Dr. NE Salem
971-600-3831
M-Sat
7:00am-9:00pm
Sunday 9:00am-7:00pm
Book Buying
M-Sat
9:00am-5:00pm
Sunday 10:00am-5:00pm
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100 Years Of Salem Theatrical History, Part 1
It is humbling to explore the over 100
years of Theatrical History that can be
found in Salem. While the Elsinore Theatre
currently operates with over 140 events per
year and is one of the last remaining spectacular theatres in Salem, it is fun to see
what has taken place in
Salem's Theatrical History over the years. One
of the documents we ran
across while sorting boxes in the basement of the
Elsinore Theatre was entitled “A Hundred Years
STEPHEN MARTIN
of Salem Theatrical HisLIVE FROM
tory” published in 1958 in
THE ELSINORE the Marion County History
(Volume 4) under the auTHEATRE
thorship of Ben Maxwell.
I thought it would fun to
share with you a shortened version of Salem’s Theatrical History extracted from this
document.
“It is scarcely conceivable that Methodist missionaries, who settled upon the site
of a future Salem in 1840-41, were devoted
to the theater. However, they may have
condoned the appearance here of Stephen
C Massett, impersonator, singer and song

writer. Massett gave a performance in
Marion County’s first courthouse in 1855
by the light of tallow candles. While he was
singing “Light of Other Days” a lusty gust of
wind extinguished the candles.”
“Thoman’s theatrical troupe, first thespians of distinction known to perform in
Salem, arrived here from California by the
overland route on, or about, December 9,
1856. the troupe consisted of three men
and two women and they performed before
a crowded house for two weeks. The talent
was described as “good” and they were well
received by a pioneer audience.”
“103 years ago two halls were available.
Rector’s building, a massive frame structure built in 1851 or 1852, stood on South
Commercial Street opposite a structure formerly devoted to the manufacture of Mr.
Sick’s beer. This barn-like building, conceived as a town hall, ultimately deteriorated and became a Chinese wash house. Rector’s building burned with great fury and
brilliance on the evening of June 3, 1885”.
“Salem’s first regular theater, it appears,
was located in the Griswold block at the
southwest corner of State and Commercial
streets. This brick structure (perhaps the
first of consequence in Salem) was built by

William Griswold in the mid-1850s. it was
enlarged a decade later, and stood until
1940. To a later generation it was familiar
as the Murphy block. Griswold’s theater
was located on the second and third floors.
The celebrated Julia Dean Hayes appeared
here in Shakespearian roles in 1864. On
May 20, 1868, the Irwins presented Uncle
Tom’s Cabin, the Drunkard, and Angel at
Midnight. Salem’s dramatic society offered
Kill or Love and The Toodles at Griswold’s
theater on February 6, 1868. Admission to
the dress circle was four bits, six bits reserved a seat, and two bits allowed on to
enter the pit”.
“Another pioneer Salem theater was located in the Holman building, that served
as Oregon’s legislative hall from the late
1850s to 1876. Located in the two story section of the structure, it was not large and
did not attract better performances. Here,
in the early 1870s, Bosco, the renowned illusionist, established his pitch and advertised his Temple of Mystery”.
…. Next month (Part 2) I will share with
you the history of the Reed Opera House,
Grand Theatre, Elsinore Theatre, Oregon
Theater and the Capital Theater … just to
name a few.

Foody On The Road Again
I

am on the road again, and this time we
hooked up with some friends to go to on
some fun winding roads to the Oyster Bar for
lunch on the Samish Bay in WA. Yes, we’ll
drive miles for lunch, especially for a great
lunch with a super view of the Bay.
But, time is of essence, so we left this idyllic
spot to drive –always on back roads- to Anacortes to visit a superb wine store “Compass
Wines”
I am very familiar with
wines since I sell wines
at my store, but I think
this wine store has the
best and has more varieties of wine I have seen in
a very long time. Doug,
the owner and his helpLULLU TRUITT
er were knowledgeable
SBJ FOOD
about their inventory and
EDITOR
willing to share it without
been pushy.
We did a little wine tasting because none
of us like to drink and drive and because we
knew the night was still young. The opportunity to taste wine and good food was an excuse for this trip. So we had a chance to go to
the room at the La Conner Channel Lodge to
get ready for dinner:
Mixed Hop House Greens –Champagne
Vinaigrette, Shaved Japanese Turnip, Buttered crostini French bread, Radish truffle
oilNell’s Organic Hearth Bread, Sweet Butter

Forest ravioli –handmade Nettle Ravioli,
House ricotta, shaved fresh Porcini, fresh
Dungeness crab, and butter.
Halibut –Seared fresh Alaskan Halibut, Asparagus Morel Sauté, Celery Root Puree, and

Actually we had two wine tastings because
the second was at Shaw Island at the house
of our “Go for a Drive Designer”
It is not that I want to show off the wine that
we tasted…but I will do exactly that: Chateau
Grand-Puy Lacoste
2011; Leonetti Cellars Reserve 2002;
Woodward Canyon
2009 Cabernet Sauvignon; MR raats de
compostella 2012;
Quilceda
Creek
Cabernet 2004….
I know I missing
some of them but
the fun thing was
that Doug (remember him from the Compass
wine Store?) made this tasting a Blind Tasting. I could go on for a while about this wine
tasting because we also had to comment and
score each of these wines….you can imagine
the rest!
It was a great 4 days with good friends, fun
cars on winding roads, food and wine to talk
about for long time and best of all NOBODY
GOT A SPEEDING TICKET! There was one
time that could have been!!!
Until next time, keep on cooking
Lullu

“Visit Lullu at her kitchen
store in Downtown Salem.
Lullu’s Tutto Cucina”

Rhubarb.
Beef Steak Filet – Grilled Beef tenderloin,
Taleggio Shroud, Garlic Mousseline, Sautee
ramps, Bordelaise.
Rhubarb Tart- Amaretto Semifreddo.
This is the menu that was waiting for
us when we arrived at the restaurant Nell
Thorn’s in La Conner WA and it was worth
the trip.
Not only we had an exquisite presentation
on the plates, but all of it was very tasty and
we had wine pairing with each course.
Chateau Musar 2004 from Lebanon( and
not in Oregon); Moulin a Vent Burgundy
2008; Chanson Corton Vergennes Grand
Cru 2006; Skurfberg 2012 of South Africa
and Straw wine Mullineux 2013.

Visit Lullu at her kitchen store in Downtown Salem. Lullu’s Tutto Cucina (503) 3647900, 357 Court St NE
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get the big picture as you build your future to
create that great painting.
However, just before you move on today to
begin work on your great painting, I would
like to take a minute to give you seven observations I have derived from my last 40 years
of working. I promise they are short.
First, plan your career in detail; try to be
as granular as possible. I certainly planned,
and just like mine, for 98% of you, your career will turn out nothing like you planned.
In reality career paths are the result of a series of decisions that are often unrelated, and
consequently, turn them into somewhat of a
random walk. However, do plan, for the act
of planning will give you some measure of
confidence, false confidence to be sure, but
confidence that you have some control over
your life and career. Otherwise, you may go
crazy.
Second, every organization has employees
who do what is expected, those who do less,
and those who do more. When you are first
starting out, make damn sure you’re in the
third group. Do more. You will create a great
foundation for your future.
Third, decide career decisions by what you
want to do, not what you want to be. Many
want to be a particular thing, but later realize that what that thing involves is not what
they want to do. By then, they are stuck. The
corollary of this is that you should learn all
about what you think you want to be so that
you will know if it is what you want to do.
You have no idea how many times I have
seen this mistake.
Fourth, remember that you are made by
those who work for you, not those for whom
you work. If your first loyalty is to those below you, they will make sure you succeed. If
you manage people this way, you will always
be able to attract and motivate the best people. If your first loyalty is to those above you,
those below you will not perform for you.
The more skilled your workforce the more
it’s true. Also, pay your people as if your career depended on it, because it does. I made
sure I was never the highest paid person in
my firm and people knew that. It makes a
statement about the desired culture, and it
makes a difference.
Fifth, pick a big topic in life; whether education, the environment, disease and hunger, or some other issue. Get involved. Try
in your own small way to make a difference.
Over time if you stick to it, you will find that
you have made a bigger impact than you
would have initially thought possible. In addition, becoming engaged will maintain perspective in your own life, critically important
as your career progresses upward. In addition, it will make you feel very good.
Sixth, be honorable in all your dealings.
Just as O’Keefe’s painting is the sum of all
her brush strokes, your reputation is the sum
of all your actions. I promise you that if you
act honorably in all your business dealings, it
will pay handsomely in the end in your ability
to hire, do deals, and progress up the ladder.
continued on pg 24
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The Job Hunter's Dilemma: The
Hidden Costs of Opportunities
By Mary Louise VanNatta
and Ryan Gail

I

have been working as
long as I can remember
for the family business. I
have had to apply for jobs
in the past, but settled into
the public relations indusMARY LOUISE
try. While I’ve looked for
VANNATTA
TELLING YOUR clients from time to time, I
haven’t been job searching
STORY
in a while. My son, home
from college, is doing that
now.  I asked him to co-author this article
on the job hunter’s dilemma. As an economics major, he’s taken a very businesslike approach to the process:
While searching for work offers its own set
of challenges for young professionals entering a competitive job market, selecting which
offer to accept is often just as daunting. Common sense would dictate that the best job is
always the one that pays the most, but this
assumption isn’t often true. When evaluating
any potential opportunity, there are often
less obvious factors that one must consider
in order to make the best decision possible.
Economists refer to these choices as opportunity costs, or the limited resources you

have to give up when you make a decision. If
you or someone you know is currently seeking their first real job or deciding on a career
change, here are a few additional things to
consider.
Time

Would you take a well-paying job if it meant
working 12-hours a day? For most people the
answer would be no. While this job would
certainly award you with a plentiful salary, it
would cost you a significant amount of time
that you could be spending with family, doing household chores or engaging in leisure
activities. Ask yourself how much you value
your personal time and how much of your
time you’re willing to use for work versus
other activities.
Energy

Would you take a well-paying job if it might
be more physically or mentally taxing than
you could handle? For most people the answer would be no. While a college graduate
could make a decent income working on an
oil decker in the middle of the ocean, the
high levels of physical exertion of the job,
along with its dangerous nature would make
the opportunity far less appealing.
On the flip side, a college graduate could
reduce physical and mental energy work-

Universal
Has
GETThe
ORDAINED
FOR Life
FREE Church
ONLINE TODAY!
Ordained
Over 20
Million
People
Inclusively
WE’VE
ORDAINED
OVER
20 MILLION
WORLDWIDE.
www.themonastery.org

WE ARE ALL CHILDREN OF THE SAME UNIVERSE.
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times in life when picking a job you “love” isn’t
completely practical. Ask
yourself how much you
value your personal pleasure when selecting a job?
Regardless of how you
balance
Time-EnergyEnjoyment, you will learn
something from any job
you are fortunate enough
to get. You might learn
what you “don’t” want as
a career. If you are lucky
Enjoyment
enough to have a choice,
consider your values and
Would you take a wellRyan Gail
what jobs can put you in
paying job that you abthe closest proximity to
solutely hated in lieu of
your future career interests. Remember to
an enjoyable job that doesn’t quite pay the
use those economic principles when making
bills? For most people the answer would be
your next big career move; make sure you
no. The amount of pleasure a person receives
know your opportunity costs of your decifrom a job is often a critical factor in determining the job’s value. A person with a passions.
Mary Louise VanNatta is CEO of VanNatsion for painting would be willing to tolerate
an inconsistent income as an artist while anta Public Relations, a PR, Association Manother person would tolerate a “less than fun
agement and Event Planning Company in
office job” if it meant making a decent living.
Salem, Oregon. Ryan Gail is a junior at WilI often hear the phrase “do what you love
lamette University majoring in Economics.
and the money will come” but there are often
www.PRSalemcom.
ing as a video game tester but would only earn a
small income. How much
stress you experience in
your job often determines
how much energy you can
put into your relationships and hobbies. Stress
can also be detrimental
to your health. Ask yourself how much you value
your mental and physical
well-being when selecting
a job?

Coffee Roasted on site Food Made to Order
2725 Commercial street SE
503.581.1716
www.frenchpressroasters.com
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Power In Government

Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. With one-party rule, this
is what happens. Oregon Democrats control all the state-wide offices, they have a
“super majority in the Senate, and are only
one vote short of a “super majority” in the
House. With this power Democrats are moving shamelessly passing anything and everything they want. And so far with no apparent
repercussions.
The
embarrassing
Kitzhaber/Hayes scandal
together with heavy lopsided Democrat majorities in both chambers at
the start of the 2015 legislative session damaged
PATTI MILNE
hopes and chances for
amicable
working relationPEOPLE,
PLACES &
ships. And then, immediPOLITICS
ately after being sworn in
as Kitzhaber’s successor,
Kate Brown did not waste a moment to poke
the Republican caucuses in the eye as she
gleefully signed SB 324, known as the Clean
Fuels bill. Republicans had earnestly warned
her that signing SB324 would take critical
transportation discussions off the table. This
was just a harbinger of things to come.
They do not even need every house or senate Democrat to stick with the Democrat
agenda. One or two caucus members can
side with the Republicans from time to time
and it won’t matter because of their solid majorities.
Case in point is Senate Bill 941 which is a
cornerstone of the liberal Democrat anti-gun
agenda and a pet project for years of Senator
Floyd Prozanski’s.
Democrat Senator Betsy Johnson disagreed with her caucus and voted NO along
with all the Republicans. In the House, Democrats Jeff Barker and Caddy McKeown voted NO with all the Republicans. Yet, in spite
of packed hearing room public meetings and
heated floor debate, the bill sailed through
the process to no one’s surprise.
The liberal Democrat thinking went along

the lines of Representative Paul Evans’ when
he said he weighed his decision on the inconvenience to law-abiding citizens versus
potential (emphasis added) benefit.
However, kudos to Senator Betsy Johnson
who said it well, “Our problem isn’t guns - it’s
politics.”

“Call your legislators especially if
your senator or
representative is
a Democrat. Remind them who
they work for.”
The Democrat leadership is not only pushing their liberal legislative agenda with disregard to all the Republican House and Senate
legislators, they are thumbing their noses at
the the will of the people.
SB 932 is yet another law granting individuals who are illegally in Oregon rights
of citizenship. Passage of SB 932 would result in students illegally in the United States
competing with limited-income Americans
and legal residents for Opportunity Grant
Scholarships for which funding is already
inadequate. As Oregonians For Immigration Reform point out, “Is it right to force
American students to compete with illegal
immigrants for a finite number of taxpayerfunded scholarships?”
After voters overwhelmingly rejected Measure 88 (which would have granted driver’s
licenses to illegal immigrants) by 68% last
November, one would think legislators
would not blow off the strong message sent
by the voters.

But, immediately following the state economist’s latest economic forecast, Democrat
Rep. Tobias Read couldn’t wait to introduce
his legislation to take away your personal
kicker tax rebate. The economy grew by $124
million more than was forecast back in February, therefore by law taxpayers are owed a
tax rebate.
Rep. Read wants your rebate to go to
schools and the rainy-day fund. However,
even after factoring in the kicker refund, the
2015-17 state budget will grow by an estimated $463 million.
In the May Special Election just a few weeks
ago, taxpayers expressed their generous support of local school, fire district, other special
district and public safety needs by passing
bonds and measures that will raise (or continue) taxes. Isn’t that enough?
The $284 rebate (for the average taxpayer)
puts taxpayers’ hard-earned money back in
their family budget providing some relief, if
only to pay for shoes for the children, help
pay off a debt, make a minor home improvement, buy athletic equipment so a child can
participate in sports, or help pay school tuition and improve a family member’s educational opportunity.
The corporate kicker has already been
tampered with yet Democrats continue the
attack on small business. HB 2005/SB454
would mandate compulsory paid sick leave
putting another financial burden on already
strapped small businesses. HB 2005/SB454
would force many to make cuts in areas such
as vacation time and other benefits. Some
would have no choice but to lay off employees if forced to add this cost and business
burden.
This session is not over until July 11 and
will likely only get worse. Call your legislators especially if your senator or representative is a Democrat. Remind them who they
work for.
Patti Milne, Host of CCTV’s People, Places
and PoliticsRetired Marion County Commissioner and State Representative
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Finally, going back to what I said earlier
about having chosen to be educated in action, business school is all about providing
you with a framework for making decisions
and measuring the effectiveness of those decisions, whether managing people, marketing a product, doing a financing, or creating
and implementing strategy. Do not hide from
a decision. Almost any decision can be fixed.
A non-decision can never be fixed. Most people are afraid to make decisions. That is why
they look to leaders. At Atkinson you have
be taught the skills and attitude necessary
to lead. You have the tools. Do not shrink
from the responsibility of leading, nor from
the risk of being wrong. Think of a turtle.
You have probably seen one walk or swim.
It must stick its neck out each time it tries to
move forward. And don’t forget, turtles are
some of the longest lived creatures around.
So, stick your neck out, make decisions, and
lead the way!
As your life progresses however, never
forget that in some ways it started here. Attending Atkinson you have been molded
and re-formed. You are graduating with the
tools and skills to make a difference. Each of
you is a living advertisement for the school.
Make her proud and make her strong! Write
checks, come back and visit, be involved,
be loyal, and do well! By doing so, you will
make the school better, ensure opportunity
for those who follow you, and enhance your
own credentials.
In closing, I again want to thank everyone
for inviting me. Selfishly, I am deeply honored to be included, taking it as an affirmation of a life lived full. I only hope that each
of you will be able to look back over your life
with a sense of contentment and accomplishment, and that when people speak of you, it
will be of a difference made. No higher praise
I think.
Thank you, and again, congratulations!
- See more at: http://www.willamette.edu/mba/news/library/2015/
may/may18_commencement%20text.
html#sthash.6Yw2YXoz.dpuf

Lafky & Lafky

429 Court Street NE, Salem
Tel: 503-585-2450, Fax: 503-585-0205
info@lafky.com
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125 Cultural Performances From All Over The World
Multicultural artists Drum Jam in tribute
to master Obo Addy.
Bay-Area Pan-Asian Fusion Band Asian
Crisis - inspired by the traditions of India,
Korea, Thailand, Laos, Japan, Okinawa,
China, the Philippines, jazz, R&B and funk.
Youth Performing Groups: West Salem
Drum Line, OK2Botay, Hough Youth Escola de Samba and Hip-Hop Artist Vincent
“Bobo” Keener and crew.
Taiko, Jazz and Spoken-word with Shasta
Yama and former Oregon Poet Laureate
Lawson Inada.
Feel your World Beat spirit with headliner
Jan Looking Wolf Reibach rocking the Native American flute with his band.
ArtMax Percussion Ensemble & Shabâvâ:
fusing the cultures of Iran, Morocco, Spain
and North America in flamenco, percussion
and gypsy song.
Rainbow Dance Theater celebrate hiphop and African dance.
MASS STEEL DRUM CONCERT with
Maraval Road.
Cultural exhibits on Rwanda, Georgia, India, Vietnam, Ireland, nations of the Middle East, and Micronesia. Food from Ethiopia, the Netherlands, Philippines, Nepal,
Nigeria, Mexico and Hawaii. Kids Cultural
Activity Tents, Dragon Boat Racing, Native
American Powwow, and much much more.
No admission fee.
Up to $5 individual, $15 family donation
request.

Lessons From An Unlikely Source: Part 3
A
few weeks ago, I was traveling on Delta
Airlines and after going through all of
the literature and work I brought, I wound
up reading “Sky Magazine”, Delta’s in-flight
magazine that is placed in each seat pocket.
Flipping through it, I ran in to an article
that was more or less a
biography of the CEO of
Macy’s, INC, Terry Lundgren. Macy’s is one of the
companies that you know
a lot about, but also know
nothing about.
They
seem to be everywhere
ALEX CASEBEER (825 stores worldwide)
and seem to have everyINSIDE
thing! Their flagship store
SCOOPE
in NYC? 2.2 MILLION
SQUARE FEET. For reference…Capitol Auto Group totals around
100,000 square feet for ALL 3 stores! They
have 31,000 employees and sell the most
Ralph Lauren, Tommy Hilfiger and Calvin
Klein of any retailer in the world. Why am I
telling you all of this? Because the man behind some of these moves, Terry, has some
great business principles we can all learn
from. I know I did!
Principle number 1: “I started out as a lamp
buyer”. Translation: it is ok (and a good
thing!) to start at the bottom. Any good employer will not let hard work and knowledge
go unnoticed. They will hire from within
and not let their best people be recruited by
anyone else! My encouragement to you is to

look at your key employees and make sure
you do whatever you can to retain them. And
look near “the bottom” of the org chart and
try to identify the next big star.
Principle number 2: “To improve is to
change, to be perfect is to change often”
– Winston Churchill, via Terry Lundgren.
Translation: don’t let your business get
passed by! Lundgren talks about being

“To improve is
to change, to
be perfect is
to change
often”
– Winston Churchill
on the forefront of the fashion world. His
strength he says is his “restlessness of my
innovation”. Lundgren says business is like
a hockey game: you have to skate to where
the puck is going to be, not where the puck is
now. I love that analogy and am striving to
implement systems where we can do that in
our own workplace and industry.
Principle number 3: “I want to see where
and who the customers really are”. Transla-

tion: go to where your customers really are!
At least monthly, Lundgren cruises through
one of his stores. He mystery shops. He talks
to consumers. He seems if they’re really being taken care of. I love this from the CEO
of a HUGE international company. He gets
to the level of the people keeping Macy’s in
business, and we should be with the people
keeping US in business as well!
Principle number 4: Get the right people.
Translation: GET THE RIGHT PEOPLE!
Lundgren prides himself on “actually identifying the best people, hiring them and trusting that they’ll know the things I can’t”. I
couldn’t agree more! Every company probably struggles with this but it is essential to
our success. I once heard someone of renaming their “Job Description” to “Description of Responsibilities” because they want
to hire responsible people, not just people
who can do the tasks. I love that!
The reason I write these “Lessons from an
unlikely source” series is because I encourage you to learn from obscure, strange and
off the wall places. Engage in conversations
with people you didn’t think you would and
read stuff you normally won’t. You never
know what you may come across!
Until next time, let’s have a great summer
and remember to stay on your toes! You just
never know…
Alex Casebeer is on the team at Capitol
Auto Group and can be reached at acasebeer@capitolauto.com, 503-399-1011 or
twitter.com/acasebeer
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Cascade Baking Up
Green Bread & Earning
EarthWISE Certification
By Beth Casper
Special to the Salem Business
Journal
Cascade Baking Company can
bake a great loaf of bread and serve
up a scrumptious lunch all the
while keeping the environment in
mind.
The 15-year-old bakery uses local
ingredients, keeps its energy bills
low and purchases used baking
equipment instead of new. Its efforts earned it EarthWISE certifiCascade Baking staff with their EarthWISE plaque.
cation in 2008.
EarthWISE certification means
was far lower than the commodities prices.
that the business meets criteria in six areas,
“It was a no-brainer to choose Shepherd’s
such as recycling, saving energy and reducGrain,”
Debra said. “We like their principles,
ing waste. The EarthWISE program is a free
we like their process and we like their wheat.
business environmental assistance program
We want to support local, sustainable agriof Marion County.
Their freshly baked bread can be smelled
culture.”
blocks from the bakery doors. Besides havAll of the fruit, honey or nuts for scones and
pastries
are from local farms, much of it from
ing a good aroma, their food is made with
Salem-based Minto Island Growers, Teal
sustainable ingredients.
Creek Farms, and Fresh To You Produce.
All of the grain is from Shepherd’s Grain,
With all of the baking—nearly 1,000 pieces
a Food Alliance-certified cooperative with
of bread daily—being done at Cascade Bak33 farmers who use sustainable agriculture
practices such as no-till, direct seeding and
ery, one might assume the utility bill is super
crop rotation. Cascade Baking’s owners
high.
Debra Edwards and Stephen Perkins can
But owners Debra and Stephen built a
even track which farm each of the 50-pound
radiant-heat oven with 3-foot thick walls. It
bags of grain in their bakery came from. All
took 16 tons of bricks and mortar, but only
of the farmers are located in Oregon, Washrequires two hours of natural gas heating
a day—at a cost of about $200 a month. A
ington and Idaho. Additionally, the bakery
long natural gas pipe placed in the oven’s enpurchases organic stone ground whole wheat
flour from nearby Tangent.
trance heats the oven to 700 degrees in the
“We know all of our farmers directly,” Debwee hours of the morning. That’s when the
sourdough bakes. As the temperature drops
ra said. “I can take you to every farmer who
throughout the day, ciabattas, ryes, whole
grows us wheat.”
wheats and baguettes are rotated through
By using Shepherd’s Grain, owners Debra
the oven.
and Stephen ensure they are using wheat
To further reduce their electricity use, Debthat is sustainably grown but also appropriately priced for farmers. Shepherd’s Grain
ra and Stephen did some major upgrades this
sets a price for the year so farmers and buyers
year. They switched their electricity to the
are not subject to the wild ups-and-downs of
three-phase system, which helps the bakery’s
grain prices. While Shepherd’s Grain wheat
equipment to run more efficiently, and all of
is often slightly more expensive than wheat
the fluorescent lights in the production area
purchased on the commodities market, a
are being changed to high-efficient lighting.
wheat shortage several years ago due to bad
For the expensive bakery equipment,
weather meant Shepherd’s Grain’s set price
Debra and Stephen turn to used or refur-

bished tools—a less expensive and
more environmentally friendly option. A few years ago, the Edwards
needed to replace their 1936 Hobart mixer—a $40,000 expense
if purchased new. By scouring the
Internet and restaurant equipment
stores, Debra found a 1980s-model
mixer for $10,000. Since the old
Hobart mixer lasted more than 70
years, they have reason to believe
their new-to-them mixer has another 50 years of use!
It’s not only a financial benefit for
Perkins and Edwards to purchase
used equipment. Some of the older designs
are sturdier than the new ones, Debra says.
The used transit racks are thicker and better for carrying pounds of baked bread. And
the new ones cost $2,000 each compared to
$200 for used racks.
A wooden workbench suitable for mixing
and kneading dough is another used purchase. It is 2-inches of maple wood—a beautiful surface that also is adaptable to its users: the height of the legs can be adjusted.
The company also saved a bundle and protected area streams through their choice of
laundry soap. In a bakery, dough- and flourcovered rags and aprons make up six loads
of laundry a week, which was costing the
Edwards hundreds of dollars in detergent a
year. So Debra found soapnuts, grown from
trees in Asia. When the small brown nuts
are agitated in water, they make soap. Five
soapnuts, placed in a small laundry bag,
wash five loads of laundry. They now spend
5-cents per load of laundry. Plus, there are
no residues left on fabrics, no fragrance, no
environmental hazards in the drained wash
water, and the materials are super clean.
“It makes sense to us to incorporate ecofriendly practices into our business practices—it makes sense for the environment
and for our bottom line,” Debra said. “We
wouldn’t run this business any other way.”
For more information about the EarthWISE program, go to www.mcEarthWISE.
net or call 503-365-3188.

Support Local Radio!!

Now Broadcasting throughout
Salem & Keizer at 100.7fm
Call for Business Underwriting
Opportunities 503-990-6091

June 2015

Marion
Water
Quality
Advisory
Committee
Meeting
Notice

The Marion Water Quality Advisory Committee will hold their next meeting on Tuesday, June 9, 2015, at 5:00 p.m. in the North
Santiam Room at Marion County Public
Works located at 5155 Silverton Road NE in
Salem, Oregon.
The agenda includes discussion of stormwater program updates and a stormwater
fee credit system. The meeting is open to the
public who are welcome to attend.
For more information, contact Matt Knudsen at 503-365-3187 or visit our website at
http://www.co.marion.or.us/PW/ES/waterquality/mwqac.

Chemeketa
SBM
Program

Are you working long and hard on your
business, but feeling you are not getting to
everything that’s important? Let the Small
Business Management (SBM) team provide
additional resources and the support of oneon-one coaching to tackle the things that get
in your way. Join SBM where established
business owners ...
• Experience increased efficiency, profitability and support through monthly one-onone business coaching to meet your individual needs
• Discover how to work “on” your business
rather than “in” it through interactive
learning sessions
• Enjoy exchanging ideas and networking
with other successful business owners
Annual enrollment is now open! Take action by visiting http://sbm.chemeketa.edu
to apply or call Lori (503.316.3237) to see if
SBM is a great fit for you.
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ShowBiz 2015, Big Hit At
Salem Conference Center
Showbiz 2015 was a smash hit
the new Salem Convention Center location. The Salem Chamber
of Commerce staff, volunteers and
business members took over the
entire available exhibit space of the
Salem Convention Center. Even the
hallways and foyer areas were busy
with booths and displays. As in past
years, Roth's Fresh Foods was popular with visitors. Serving everything
from delicious Umqua ice cream
cones and ice cream with fresh
Strawberries to fresh baked cakes
and many other assorted treats.

The Roth's staff always make it
fun and old fashioned. Gerry Frank
made his way through the crowd
with his special way of making
everyone feel at home and just so
welcome. At 91 years young, Gerry
really is Mr. Oregon and so loved by
the citizens of Salem. KYKN on air
personality Gator Gaynor broadcast live from the show. It was
nice to see him in person. What a
pro. There were lots of great food
booths and great giv-aways for
folks of all ages. Showbiz is that one
event each year that so many peo-

ple look forward to. You always see
old friends and get a re-fresher on
what's happening in the business
Community. Jason Brandt, Salem
Chamber CEO was a great host.
July 10 will be his last day as head
of the Salem Chamber.
This years Showbiz was a reminder how hard he has worked over the
years to make Salem a better place to
live, work and play. He literally grew
up working at the Salem Chamber,
learning from the best in the business, the late Mike McLaran, who
would be so proud of Brandt today.
Jason's takes on a new
position as the Executive Director of the Oregon Restaurant Association in mid July.
He will be missed
at the Chamber. It
looks like Showbiz has
found a new home at
the beautiful Salem
Convention
Center.
Former Mayor Janet
Taylor really hit it out
of the park with her
dream of a new centerpiece for Salem. It all
really came together at
this year's Showbiz!

Blade Woolery - ROTC Cadette Staff Sargent and Gillian Bissell ROTC Cadette Lt. Colonel,
visit US BANK booth.

Scott Snyder, General Manager - Grand Hotel Salem,
visits the new Salem Magazine Exhibit

United Way Profiles in Giving: Jim Bernau
O

ur outstanding United Way contributor
for the month of June is
Jim Bernau. Bernau is the
founder of one of the most
successful wineries in Oregon, Willamette Valley
Vineyards, located just
RANDY FRANKE
outside of Salem. Initially starting out post
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR,
law school pioneering
UNITED WAY
legislative efforts to help
MID-WILLAMETTE build the Oregon wine
VALLEY
industry, Bernau’s commitment to excellence
in improving Oregon
commerce extends to his charitable efforts
for our local community.
Growing up in Oregon, Bernau first attend-

ed University of Oregon and held the title of
Student Body President. Next he studied law
at Willamette University, deciding to not return to the family practice as his father had
suggested, but instead following his interest
in government and wine. Bernau became
the representative for Oregon winegrowers
when integral legislation defining rules for
winemaking in the state were being passed
in the 1970s and 1980s. He helped pass legislation such as making wineries a permitted use on farmland, the direct shipment of
wine, and the development of the Oregon
Wine Board. Meanwhile, he planted his first
vineyard in 1983, and studied winemaking in Burgundy, France, and viticulture at
University of California-Davis. By 1989 he
was ready to launch his winery, Willamette
Valley Vineyards, specializing in pinot noir

and other cool-climate varietals. WVV has
now grown to over 5,000 shareholders and
is recognized around the world as a premiere
winemaker.
Bernau has received recognition from
wine industry professionals, receiving the
Founder’s Award, as well as the Governor of
Oregon as a recipient of the Governor’s Gold
Award in 2010. In the same year, he was
awarded the Boys Scouts of America Distinguished Citizen Award. He is committed to
sustainability in winemaking practices, and
launched the first system of environmental
stewardship in American agriculture, the
Low-Impact Viticulture and Enology program. Besides his commitment to environmental protection and creating jobs in the
wine industry,
Bernau is also invested in charitable orga-

nizations including the United Way. He is
a strong supporter and was first step with
a venue donation when we wanted to provide updates to our Leadership Ciricle Donors.  He is a recognized leader in our community, being named Salem’s First Citizen in
2013. He has been quoted as saying,  “We are
blessed in the Salem community to have so
many people from all walks of life who give
their time, energy and resources to support
others in need. Clearly, we view it as a duty
and a privilege to be of service.”
UW accepts donations all year and we are
currently recruiting for loaned executives
and businesses to join the campaign. For
more information on how to participate,
call 503-363-1651 or visit www.unitedwaymwv.org. LIVE UNITED
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Profits That Are Hidden In Your Telephone
Many companies are heavily invested in
al Receptionist will Warm Transfer the caller
marketing. They then turn around and in
to your mobile phone.
the name of progress have automated phone
Warm Transfer - The act of transferring a
answering systems that are a turn-off to peocall to someone in a polite and ‘warm’ fashple. Most new clients originate
ion AFTER the caller meets your
from the telephone. What hap- “Virtual Recriteria of an urgent call.  Virpens when a potential new clitual Receptionists will inform
ceptionists
your caller “One Moment
ent calls your office?
Please” and then announce to
If voicemail is answering your can serve as
you, the caller’s name, company
phone, you can bet on missing an extension
calls. Lost calls are lost oppor- of your brand and a 4-5 word ‘Snap Shot’ of
the call is regarding BEtunities – an item no business
and reinforce what
can afford in these competitive
FORE connecting the caller to
times. Business owners should the same
you. If you wish to talk with
be committed; a little bit obses- qualities your the caller, the receptionist will
the caller to you. If
sive if need be, to reaching out
staff embod- connect
you prefer that the receptionist
to first time callers. The challenge is the proper handling of ies on a daily takes a message, she can return
to the caller and say “Mr. Busithese callers while you’re in a basis.”
meeting, during evenings and
ness Owner is unavailable at the
weekends.
moment. What number can he
Your staff can’t sit by the phone 24 hours a
return your call to?”
day, but a Virtual Receptionist Service can.
Warm Transfer also helps you gather your
Here’s where the magic of turning a first time
composure when you know who is calling becaller into client begins. After the Virtual
fore actually talking with them…
Receptionist answers your phone exactly as
Virtual Receptionist – “Mr. Business Ownyour Receptionist would (even though it’s 7
er, I have Pamela who met you a few months
PM), she then uses your criteria to determine
ago at her daughters’ school event. Would
if the caller is a potential new client, urgent
you like to speak with her?”
existing client call or something that can wait
Mr. Business Owner - “Pamela, I’m so glad
until regular business hours. If the caller is a
you called. Tell me more about your situapotential new client or urgent call, the Virtution”.  

Why not
have your
callers
greeted by
a professional receptionist
24 hours a
day?
What qualities do you want your business to represent to your current and
Dirk Moeller,
prospective clients? Professionalism?
Operations Manager of Business Connections
Trust? Virtual Receptionists can serve
as an extension of your brand and re24 hours a day?
Dirk Moeller is the Operations Manager
inforce the same qualities your staff embodof Business Connections Call Center www.
ies on a daily basis. One last question; your
bcanswer.com and can be reached at 503advertising, social media and marketing dol363-0056 or dirk@bcanswer.com
lars work 24 hours a day. Why not have your
callers greeted by a professional receptionist

When Talking Shop Can Get You In Trouble

H

ere’s a scenario that may sound familiar if you are a member of a trade association. You go to a conference and during
that Hawaiian themed happy hour you start
telling stories about work. Naturally, your
stories are interesting, funny and helpful.
You’re doing what comes naturally, fitting in
by empathizing with your
colleagues. Granted many
of you may be competitors, but you’re all in the
same business so you all
have something in common.
So what happens next
is someone says, “That’s
a really good idea. We
HARVEY GAIL
should tell our members
ASSOCIATION
about that.” So this good
MANAGMENT
idea makes its way to the
board of directors meeting. The board talks about
this idea and it is decided to take it to the
next level as a formal program. A committee is formed to expand this idea and make it
available only to the members. The information is posted on a “members only” page on
the website. Next, an article shows up in the
emailed newsletter. That’s when the trouble
starts. You don’t know this yet, but someone
forwards the email to a former, disgruntled,

member. Also, somewhere back East, the
folks down at your association’s national office see it. Then your board president gets
a call from the national association’s attorney because they
got a call from old
grumpy
pants.
What, you say, we
can’t share this information? But it’s
such a good idea!
You have to cancel
the program.
All of this could
have been avoided
of course had this
board known about
the red flags related to antitrust
laws. Members of
associations are always interested in giving each other tips or
desire to learn what others in their industry
or profession are doing. Associations can
share ideas, but it’s the type of information
that matters. If it violates antitrust laws the
consequences can be severe including jail
sentences of up to 10 years and fines of up to
$1 million. Corporations convicted of price
fixing may be fined $10 million or more and
are subject to treble damage litigation that

could result in billions of dollars of damages.
Associations share good ideas with their
members all the time. But it’s the kind of idea
that matters. Any “horizontal agreement”
can be in restraint of
trade which is a violation of federal and
state antitrust laws.
The following are
agreements
among
competitors that may
violate antitrust laws:
Setting prices for
products or services,
especially what might
be charged in the future.
Details about the
prices charged to
consumers such as
whether the price is a
base price or bundled price, or what the price
includes or excludes.
Sharing pricing models.
Sharing market data, especially if it’s from
“non aggregated data” sources dominated
by a competitor with more than 25 percent
market share.
Sharing prices paid or charged by any specific company.
Rigging bids.

So what happens

next is someone says,
“That’s a really good
idea. We should tell

our members about
that.” So this good

idea makes its way to
the board.”

Dividing up a market or customers.
Standardizing credit terms or warranties.
Setting production quotas.
Whether information to be shared is for
“members only.”
There is a great way to help avoid these
problems. If your association wants to share
information, and if you as a board member
have any doubts at all, have an attorney,
knowledgeable of antitrust laws, review it.
Also, contact your national trade association’s office and have their attorney review it.
Create an antitrust compliance policy,
make sure everyone gets it and practice what
it says. The American Society of Association
Executives provides a good overview on antitrust policies (www.asaecenter.org/Resources/). Make sure your association board
reviews antitrust rules at least once per year
as a regular part of your association board
activities or training. Remind your boards,
committees and members of antitrust do’s
and don’ts. These actions may not entirely
prevent a lawsuit, but it’s going to be much
better for your association if you have a policy and practice it.
Harvey Gail is owner of Spire Management an association management company
in Salem. Ore. www.SpireManagement.
com, twitter.com/Harvgail.
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New Dinner Menu
Served from 5pm to 9pm daily

Breakfast Every Saturday & Sunday
Morning from 8am to 11:45am

Two Private Banquet Rooms
Call for Menus, Pricing & Arrangements
Natalie 503-581-5721.

2680 Aerial Way SE, Salem, OR 97302
At the Salem Airport

Our Team of Professionals:

MOUNTAIN WEST REAL ESTATE

Ruth Dana

Pam Rushing

Elesa Doll

Shadya Jones

Sharon Woods

Gary Weston

Chrissy Weston

Jordan Samiee

Jim Gray

Chauni Gray

Dick Duncan

Jon Duncan

ALEX RHOTEN

Principal Broker
arhoten@cbcre.com

Our Team has consistently been in the
top 25 companies in production for
Coldwell Banker Commercial offices
internationally.

TIFFANY JONES
Broker
tjones@cbcre.com

960 Liberty St SE, #250
Salem, OR 97302

Jared Stasch

Janna Medina

CBCRE.com

Shelley George

(503) 587-4777

Sarah Crawford
Coldwell Banker Commercial and the Coldwell Banker Commercial Logo are registered service marks
licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.
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“There’s magic in Oregon’s Bottle Bill–
it makes litter disappear.”
– Betty Patton, Board President, Recycling Advocates

Oregon’s bottle and can deposit program effectively keeps our beaches, forests, waterways and roadways
cleaner. Nickel deposits are the perfect complement to curbside recycling, giving folks a little incentive to
keep things pristine. See more big returns at obrcbigreturn.com.

Small Deposit, Big Return.
Making the Bottle Bill work for Oregon

June 2015
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2767 Fillmore Ave. NW Salem
Newer West Salem home with vaulted ceilings that
includes 4 bedrooms and a den, great room with
gas fireplace and very low maintenance yard. Room
in the garage for 3 cars and all your toys. Large
kitchen with bar seating and separate dining area.
Room for entertaining on the back deck. $265,000
Jo Ann Naff 503-949-7598

918 Sahalee Ct. Salem
The Pointe at Creekside! Panoramic views of
Creekside and the Cascade Mountains. Beautiful
Townhome with slab granite counters, gourmet
kitchen with stainless appliances and Cherry Cabinets. Tile floors. Master Suite on Main Floor. Large
family room with wet bar and wine cooler. Gas fireplace and an elevator. Carefree luxury living at it's
best. $475,000 Dana & Alan Burk 503-409-5861

PERFECT FOR ENTERTAINING!
Fabulous view of the Cascade Mtns & West Salem
Hills! Custom built, one-owner home. 5 Bdrm +
den, 3 Ba, 3146 sq. ft. in desirable South Salem.
9’ ceilings throughout, SS appls, abundant storage, spacious decks with amazing views!
$375,000 (683414) Rick & Ande Hofmann
503-390-8000 #2455 RE/MAX Integrity

COUNTRY LIVING AT IT’S FINEST!
Great view of Mt. Hood on clear days! 3 Bdrm, 2.5
Bath, 2402 sq. ft. home on 3.35 ACRES. Huge
family room with pellet stove. Slab granite with
updated appliances in kitchen. Formal & informal
dining areas. Master suite has 2 rooms. New heat
pump, furnace and well pump in 2014 48’x36’
3-bay shop! $475,000 (687849)
Rick & Ande Hofmann 503-390-8000
Code# 3035 RE/MAX Integrity

Extensive Remodel/Addition in 2005, then a total
update in 2013! New Kitchen, new flooring thruout, baths all new, and more! Elegant 9 ft ceilings.
Dual Living possible w/2 kitchens, 2 mstr suites,
2 gas furnaces, 2 gas water heaters, 3 bdrms on
main level, 3 bdrms up, 860 Sq Ft 3 car garage.
New in 2013 20 X 40 finished work shop w/12 ft
ceilings & pellet stove for heat. Open 4 bay metal
30 X 50 storage barn. Home allows for privacy.
$625,000 (685505) Don Meyer 503-999-2381

Gracious 1933 English Tudor nestled on 2 lots, .94
secluded acre piece in the trees above Vista Ave.
Beautiful views of Mt. Hood & Mt. Jefferson. Quality craftsmanship of the era is evident when you
walk into the entry and to the gorgeous handcrafted staircase. LR, DR, Den, KT & FR on first floor.
Dual living 1 bedroom apt. w/separate entrances.
Enjoy entertaining on the patio and take a dip in
the heated in-ground pool! Also a greenhouse!
A Spectacular Estate! $499,988 (687542)
Roger Elliott 503-569-5003
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19451 Meadow View Dr. McMinnville
A bit of Heaven in growing McMinnville. Private
country estate with studio, huge barn/ workshop,
new hardwood floors, new vinyl, new light fixtures.
New flooring, new slab granite counter tops and
(3) pellet stoves. Inspection, well report are included. See Associated documents for additional
amenities. $565,000 Bob Knight 503-949-4727

700 Palisades Dr. Salem
Wonderland in Salem!! Complete with a back
yard unlike any other that has 1200 sq. ft of paver
stones with fire pit, high and low voltage power.
NEW;30 yr. composition roof, Bamboo floors and
laminate floors. Leafguard gutters installed, Ext.
Int. Paint. Completely finished Studio in Back.
Finished out Attic into Bonus walk in closet/office
and Laundry room with Skylights. Over 400 Sq. Ft.
not included in overall finished square footage.
90% of fence has been replaced. $429,000
Hector L. Garcia 503-931-8501

116.53 acres composed of 40 acres of 20 year
old reproduction trees, 10 - 15 acres of Christmas trees with $10,000 a year income, 61 acres
of grazing land and home site make this ideal
for your private dream home! Well, Septic and
Electrical are in and ready to go. Farm Ag building with indoor plumbing. $570,000 (685327)
Roger Elliott 503-569-5003

EXECUTIVE PROPERTIES

Space Reservations, 503-365-9544
PUBLISHER@SALEMBUSINESSJOURNAL.COM

LABISH CENTER COMMUNITY!
Enjoy country living in this 3 Bdrm, 2.5 Ba, 3116
sq, ft. home on 4.91 ACRES. Living room, family
room, formal dining and 30 x 15 bonus room. Many
updates include furnace, AC & roof. Covered outdoor living area w/frplc. Barn w/wood flr & drivethru. $484,900 (689445)Rick & Ande Hofmann
503-390-8000 Code# 3075 RE/MAX Integrity
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stated with your bank?
RATES AS LOW AS

erstand. Switch to
Credit Union today
r fees, great rates
ceptional service.

2.49% apr*
Good credit or
challenged credit,
let us help you!

visit today to
nce the Valley
ce for yourself.

Call or visit us today!
*APR = Annual Percentage Rate. The interest rate a member pays is based on the member’s credit worthiness, credit history, loan-to value
ratio and term of the loan. Loan terms may vary depending on amount borrowed and credit history. All rates are subject to change at any
time. Other restrictions may apply. Contact credit union for complete details.

Own your financial future.

503.364.7999
www.valleycu.org

Federally insured by NCUA

